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ABSTRACT

Probabilistic Risk Assessments (PRAs) have identified severe accidents for
nuclear power plantsthat have the potential to cause failureof the containment
throughdirectcontainmentheating(DCH). Preventionof DCHor mitigationof its
effects may be possible using accident managementstrategies that intentionally
depressurizethe reactor coolant system (RCS). The effectiveness of intentional
depressurizationduringa station blackoutTMLB' sequence was evaluatedcon-
sidefin8 the phenomenologicalbehavior,hardwareperformance,and operational
performance. Phenomenological behavior was calculated using the SCDAP/
RELAP5severe accidentanalysiscode.Twostrategiesto mitigateDCH by depres-
surizationof the RCSwereconsidered.Onestrategy,calledeor/),depresslwization,
assumed that the reactor head vent and pressurizerpower-operated relief valves
(PORVs)were latchedopen at steamgeneratordryout.The secondstrategy,called
late depressurization, assumedthatthe head vent andPORVswere latchedopen at
a core exit temperatureof-922 K (1200°F). Depressurizationof the RCS to a low
value thatmay mitigateDCHwas predictedpriorto reactorpressurevessel breach
for both early andlate depressurization. The strategyof late depressurizationis
preferredover early depressurizationbecause there aregreater opportunities to
recoverplantfunctionspziortocoredamageandbecausefailureuncertaintiesare
lessened.

FIN No. A6884---Depressurization as an Accident Management Strategy to
minimizetheconsequencesof DCH.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

ProbabilisticRiskAssessments(PRAs)for reactorcoolantsystemofaPWR wouldbeeffcc-
somepressurizedwaterreactors(PWRs)have tireinreducingpublicriskbymitigatingthe
identifiedsevereaccidentswhereportionsofa effectsofdirectcontainmentheating.Thisdeter-
damagedreactorcorecanrelocatetothelower ruinationisbeingaccomplishedintwophases:
headofthereactorvesselwhilethepressurein
thereactorcoolantsystem(RCS)remainshigh.If PhaselAThe objectiveofthisphaseisto
thereactorvesselfailsathighpressurethereisa determinewhetherthereactorcoolantsys-
potentialforejectionofmoltencoriumandfor tempressureofa PWR canbeeffectively
thedispersalofthiscoriumintothecontainment reducedtoasufficientlylowvaluethatthe
atmosphere.The energyreleasedfromthe effectsofDCH willbemitigated.
dispersedcorium,oxidationofthemetalliccom-
poncntsinthecorium,andpotentiallyfromhy- Phase2---Theobjectiveofthisphaseisto
drogencombustionor detonationin the estimatetherisktothepublicresultingfrom
containmentatmospherecouldcausedirect DCH bothwithandwithoutthestrategyof
containmentheating(DCH).Theresultantrapid RCS depressurizationandtocomparethe
rise in temperature and pressure of the contain- change in risk with the benefits that can be
ment atmosphere during DCH could cause early identified from the use of this strategy.
containment failure which could significantly
increase public risk. This report describes the results from Phase 1.

Theprobabilisticandphenomenologicalanalyses

Accidentmanagementstrategieshavebeen necessarytoproducetheestimatesforaccom-
identifiedthat have the potential to eitherprevent plishing Phase 2 are currently being performed.
or mitigate the high pressure severe accident

The evaluations necessary to accomplishsequences that can result in DCH. Examples of
Phase 1 require integration of several differentpreventive strategies include (a) the feed and
types of analyses including:bleed of the steam generators using normal or

alternate feedwater injection methods or water
I. Phcnomenolagicalbehavio:

sources,and(b)thefeedandbleedoftheprimary

system using normal or alternate high pressure 2. Human performance
injection methods or sources of water. Strategies

for mitigating DCH have also been identified in 3. Equipment performance
the event that preventative strategies are not

effective. These strategies are generally aimed at 4. Uncertainty effects.
minimizing the containment pressure rise by

modifying the conditions controlling how exten- The analysis of phenomenological behavior
sively the core material is dispersed into the con- provides information on whether a strategy will
tainment atmosphere. The basis for some of these reduce the pressure to a sufficiently low level that
strategies involves intentional depressurization of the effects of direct containment heating will be
the reactor coolant system (RCS) prior to the fail- mitigated and whether there may ' _ serious
ure of the lower head. These strategies would downside consequences such as excesswe hydro-
mitigate DCH by reducing the driving force for gen generation or steam explosions that may
ejection and dispersal of the core melt. occur during depressurization. The analysis of

human performance provides information on the
A coordinated research program is currently capability of the operator to implement RCS de-

being sponsored by the Nuclear Regulatory pressurization using plant procedures and esti-
Commission to determine whether an accident mates the likelihood that depressurization will be
management strategy that depressurizes the successfully implemented based on the timing of
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events and performance shaping factors such as to-date information published at the time the
stress levels. Analysis of equipment issues pro- depressurization evaluations were initiated.) The
vides information on the operation of the equip- draft NUREG-1150 results indicated that for
merit necessary for depressurization and Surry about 74% of the total core damage frc-
identifies possible changes in the equipment or quency can be atuAbuted to sequences involving
support systems that are needed for successful high pressure core melt ejection where there is
operation of the equipment. Uncertainties are dis- equipment available that could be used to depres-
cussed for each of these three areas, surize the RCS. Because station blackout was the

dominantcontributor to this total (about 64 of the

The basic approach used for evaluating the 74%), a station blackout sexluence(TMLB') was
effectiveness of intentional depressurization selected for the evaluation of intentional depres-
strategies includes three steps: (1) identify a typi- surization. The TMLB' sequence is initiated by
cal plant and a risk important severe accident the loss of offsite power. Onsite ac power is also
sequence suitable for analysis purposes, (2) iden- unavailable because the diesel generators fall
tify and select depressurization strategies for supply power and ali steam generator auxiliary
evaluation, and (3) evaluate the effectiveness of feedwater fails.
the strategies fordepressurizing the RCS and mit-
igating the effects of DCH using severe accident
calculational tools. Step 3 includes evaluation of If a TMLB' sequence occurs and the recovery
the the phenomenological behavior, human actions taken by the plant personnel are ineffec-
performance, and hardware performance of the five, there is the potential that the reactor coolant
strategies. Evaluation of the effectiveness of system will fail and the system will depressurize.
depressurization requires ajudgement on how Initial analysis indicates that the pump seals,
low RCS pressure must be for the effects of DCH surge line, and hot leg are the most likely points
to be mitigated Based on currently available of failure. Analysis is currently being performed' to assess both the likelihood and effect of these
information, it was assumed that an RCS pressure failures.The results will be used to better estimate
that is within about 1 MPa (145 psi) of the con- the risk associated with the direct contairmaent
tainment pressure will mitigate DCH.

heating for a TMLB' sequence. This estimate will
serve as a baseline that can be used to determine

The major emphasis of this report is on strat- the reduction in risk that is possible if the reactor
egies that involve opening the pressurizer power coolant system is intentionally depressurized.
operated relief valves (PORVs) and upper head
vent to force RCS depressurization. Both the
positive and negative effects of these strategies Accident management strategies involving
are considered. The effectiveness of intentional intentional depressurization of the reactor cool_nt
depressurization is measured through compari- system have the potential to reduce the risk asso-
sons with the case where the plant personnel do ciated with DCH. Two depressurizationstrategies
not successfully implement either prevention or using the PORVs and upper head vent were
mitigation strategies, selected for evaluation. The first strategy, called

early depressurization, assumed that the PORX/s
The Surry nuclear power plant was selected for and head vents are opened at the time the steam

the DCH evaluations based on the availability of generators dry out. The second strategy, called
pertinent information and on the potential for risk late depressurization, assumed that the PORVs
reduction through mitigating the effects of DCH. and head vents are opened at core uncovery, as
Selection of a severe accident sequence foruse in defined by a core exit temperature of about 922 K
evaluation of intentional depressurization was (1200°F). To assess relative effectiveness, these
based on risk results presented in the initial draft strategies were compared to each other and to a
NUREG-1150. (The initial NUREG-1150 draft previous TMLB' calculation in which there was
was used because it represented the most up-- no depressurization.



The intentional depressurizationphenomeno- 2. Current Surry Emergency Operating
logical analysis was performed using the Procedures would not initiate RCS
SCDAP/RELAP5 integrated then'nal-hydraulic depressurization for the TMLB' se-
and severe core damage analysis computer code. quence. A human factors evaluation
Because uncertainties in the calculated results indicates that if modifications were
may be large for the latter stages of severe made to the procedures,there is a high
damage sequences (formation of molten pools, lik ;lihood that the plant personnel
relocation of coriumto the reactorpressurevessel could successfully initiate depressuri-
(RPV) lower head,and failure of the RPV lower zation strategies.
head), an approachwas developed to systemati-
cally bound uncertaintiesjudged to be important During a TMLB' sequence, the
tothecalculationofpressure.Thisapproachused currentSurryEmergencyOperating
a s_ries of sensitivity calculations to vary certain Procedureswould notprovidean entry
core damage parameterswithin theiruncertainty point into the Functional Restoration
ranges.Based on these sensitivity studios, severe Procedurethat initiates RCSdepressu-
core damage parameterswere selected foruse in rizationusing the PORVs.Because the
the bounding calculations. Surry procedures are consistent with

the Westinghouse Emergency Pro-
cedure Guidelines (EPGs), other

Based on the phenomenological behavior, Westinghouseplants that followed the
human performance, and equipment performance EPGs would also be expected to lack
for the two strategies, conclusions _'1 recom- guidance in their EOPs to depressurize
mendations concerning intentional depressuriza- during a TMLB' sequence.tion have been formulated. These conclusions

and recommendations are specific to the Surry A human factors evaluation identified
Plant but their applicability to other nuclear pow- two important factors that could affect
er plants is discussed as a f'malconclusion, the performance of the plant personnel

in implementing depressurization

1. Intentional depressurization using the strategies: (1) the capability of plant
PORVs and upper head vent has the personnel to recognize that a depres-
potential to mitigate DCH by reducing surization strategy should be implem-
the RCS pressure to within about ented and (2) the capability of the
1 MPa (145 psi) of the containment personnel to implement the necessary
pressure, depressurization actions in the avail-

able time. A review of existing instru-
mentation indicates there would be

Phenomenological analyses for both adequate information for plant person-
the early and late depressurization nel to recognize initiation conditions
strategies indicated that the RCS pres- for either the early depressurization
sure could be reduced to within about strategy (initiated when the steam dry
1 MPa of containment pressure. Based out) or the late depressurization strate-
on information currently available, gy [initiated when the core exit ther-
this value for RCS pressure would be mocouples reach 922 K (1200°F)].
sufficiently low that DCH could be

mitigated. However, there are human A human reliability analysis (HRA)
factor and equipment issues that could was performed to estimate the likeli-
affect the capability to successfully hood that personnel could implement
implement intentional depressuriza- depressurization based on possible
tion. Several of the following conclu- changes that could be made to the
sions discuss these issues. EOPs. Implementation was separated
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into two components:diagnosisof the valve duringa TMLB' sequence.The
need to depressurize and the actions effect of aclosed block valve wouldbe
necessary to complete system depres- to significantly slow RCS depressuri-
surization. Because specific pro- zation. Placing the block valves on
eedures were not available, the time emergencybatterypowerwould allow
required to diagnose the need to closedblock valves to be opened dur-
depressurize was difficult to deter- ing a station blackout, whlch would
mine andits effect on the failureprob- ensurethatthestrategiescould be sue-
abilities was evaluated using a cessfullyimplemented.
sensitivity study. The HRA results
estimate that the probability of the Both dc power and a supply of pres-
failure to depressurize is <0.08 surized air are needed to force the
(>0.92 probabilityof success)if there PORVsto remain in an open position
is more thantwenty minutesavailable during RCS depressurization. At
to perform diagnosis. This result Surry, it is unlikely that the current
would indicate thatthere is a relatively systems could continueto supply their
high lik*_lilaoodof properimplementa- necessary functions over the eight to
tion of early depressurization because ten hour time period between when
there is adequate time for implementa- depressurization is initiated and the
tion. However, for late depressuriza- vessel fails for the TMLB' sequence.
tion, the results indicate that cautions Additional capacity for both of these
would need to be included in the pro- systems would be needed for inten-
eedures to alert the operator that the tional depressurization using the
conditions for implementation of PORVs to be successful at Surry.
late depressurizatiG_ were being
approached. The objective of these 4. A strategy that depressurizes the RCS
cautions would be to ensure a high after the core begins to uncover (late
likelihood of successful implementa- depressurization) is preferred to the
tion of late depressurization in a mini- early depressurization strategy.
mum amount of time after the 922 K

While the analyses predict a similar(1200°F) initiation point is reached.
RCS pressure response for both theMinimizing this _ne is important be-

cause significant delays in implemen- early and late depressurization cases,
there are significant differences in theration would allow core temperatures

to reach unacceptably high values, timing and the extent of core damage
duringthe early stages of tile TMLB'
sequence. For early depressurization,

3. Modifications to plant equipment at latching open the PORVs removes
Surry would be necessary to ensure large quantities water from the RCS
that intentional depressurization early in the sequence which accel-
would be successful, crates the onset of core heatup by

about 46 minutes, when compared to
Based on draft NUREG-1150 results, late depressurization. By the time the
there is a relatively high probability pressure is sufficiently low that the
(0.3 conditional probability per de- emergency core cooling accumula-
mand) that a block valve on one of the tors inject additional coolant, the
PORV lines will be closed as a result temperature of some of the fuel rods
of leakage. Because these block valves haveexceeded the threshold for oxida-
operate using only ac power,it would tion of zircaloy. Accumulator injec-
be impossible to open a cloud block tion therefore causes significant
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claddingoxidation andrelocationand enee isnot consideredto be,significant
is not effective in controlling further because it is anticipated that the air
core damage, supplysystem would require addition-

al capacityfor either strategy.
For late depressurization,core heatup
begins at alater time because the water From an operational standpoint, late
inventory in the RCS is not depleted as depressurization would maximize the
rapidly during the early portion of the time available for the operator to
sequence when the PORVs are cycling recover ac power and auxiliary feed-
at their setpoints, rather than being water. However, cautions and antiei-
latched open. When the PORVs are patory actions should be included in
intentionally latched open late in the the procedures to ensure immediate
sequence, the inventory of water action when the initiation conditions
remaining in the RCS is relatively were reached because some fuel rod
small and the RCS depressurizes rap- temperatures at the upper core levels
idly to the pressure at which the aceu- would be relatively high [>922 K
mulators inject. The temperatures in (1200°F)].
the core at the time of accumulator

injection are generally below the 5. Failure of the pressurizer surge line
threshold for rapid zircaloy oxidation, couldcause theRCS to rapidly depres-
The accumulators initially discharge surize prior to failure of the reactor
at higher rates than ealcuiated for early vessel lower head.
depressurization, because of the high-

er initial depressurization rate,and the Hot steam and gases exiting the core
inventory distribution in the RCS. heat the plant stn|ctures as they flow
Because temperatures are lower and toward the PORVs. The calculation
the accumulator injection rates are for early depressurization _adicates
higher, the core cooling during the that the pressurizer surge line would
period of aecumalator injection is reach temperatures that are high
relatively effective and delays sub- enough to cause creep rupture failure
stantialcore damageuntil theaecumu- duringthe time periodwhen the aecu-
lators are empty. Thus, from a mulators are injecting. Because the
phenomenological standpoint, it is temperature of the flow from a rupture
concluded that late depressurization is would remain high, it is expected that
preferable to early depressurization the rupture area would be sufficiently
because core heatup and significant large to rapidlydepressurize the RCS.
core damage are delayed. The calculation for late depressuriza-

tion alsoindicates high surgeline tem-
The only major difference in the peratures, but not sufficiently high to
demands on equipment needed to cause a failure prior to vessel failure.
intentionally depressurize for the Surge line failure was also caleulaWal
two strategies would be in the capa- when no operator action was taken to
city of the air supply.The late depres- depressurize. Although failure of the
surization strategy would use more air surge line appears to be effective in
to operate the PORVs because they depressurizing the system, strategies
would cycle many more times at their to intentionally depressurize are
setpoints. Cycling requires much more preferred because they control the
air than does maintaining the valve in accident conditions without relying on
its open position.However, thisdiffer- the failure of system components.

,oo
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6. The effect of in-vessel steam explo- would be associated with the p|ant
sions during the relocationof molten hardwareor withtheplantoperations,
core material on the integrity of the
RCSnce_ to be assessed. Althoughtheeffectof plantoperations

can be very impomnt, this effect was
not evaluated because detailed pro-

There is significantuncertaintyin the cedures were not availablefor a rea-
effect on the reactorpressurevessel of sortable cross section of plants and
a steam explosion resulting from di_ons withtheoperationsstaff to
core-coolant interactions when a evaluate their use of the procedures
molten core rel_ duringa severe wasbeyond the scopeof this program.
accident. Because steam explosions lt is recognized that procedural
aremorelikelyatlowpresstwes,useof changescouldbemadetoensurethe
an intentional depressurizationstrate- success of intentional_on
gymay increasethepossibility ofyes- if plantspecificanalysisindicatedthat
sel damagefroma steamexplosion.To currentprocedureswere not adequate.
determine the influence of steam Hardwareparametersthatwere con-
explosions on riskto the public, addi- siderealto be importantinfl_ on
flop.alanalysiswillbe neededtoassess intentional depressurizationinclude:
the potential for steam explosions at (a) PORVchamaetistics, Co)Ixessur-
various pressurelevels and to evaluate izer, surgeline, andrelief valve piping
the potential tbr vessel failure, characteristics,(c) plant supportsys-

tem capabilities,(d) accumulatorset-

7. The conclusions on the effectiveness points, and (e) containment type. As
an example,containmenttype may beof intentional depressurizationstrate-

gies are specific to Surry and their important because the generation of
extrapolationto other plantsmust _-_ largequantitiesof hydrogenwas cal-cutatedduringintentionaldepssua-
considered carefully, zation. Some cot_nent types may

require additional equipment that is
A detailed evaluationof the applica- capableof recombiningthis hydrogen
bility of the Surry results to other overa time framethatwill preventdet-
plantswasnot withinthe scope of this onation andcontainmentfailure, lt is
program. However, a preliminary recognizedthatother plantcharacter-
assessmentof some importantconsid- istics suchas steamgeneratortypeand
erations was performed toprovide core characteristics (control rod
insight as to the possible behaviorof material,power profile,etc.) may also
other plants under similar transients influencedepressufizalion.Thepoten-
and initial conditions. Plant differ- tial effects of thesediffe_ will be
ences thatcouldstronglyinfluence the assessed and discussed in a later
success of intentionaldepressurization report.
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DEPRESSURIZATION AS AN
ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT STRATEGY TO

MINIMIZE THE CONSEQUENCES OF
DIRECT CONTAINMENT HEATING

1. INTRODUCTION

Probabilistic Risk Assessments (PRAs) for was smaller than previously determined but
some pressurized water reactors (PWR.s) have was still an important contributor to risk for
identified severe accidents where portions of a some PWRs. 3
damaged reactor core can relocate to the lower
head of the reactor vessel while the pressure in Accident management strategies have been
the reactor coolant system (RCS) remains high. iden_fied that have the potential to either prevent
Failure of the lower head under these conditions or mitigate the h'gh pressure severe accident
could eject molten core material at sufficiently sequences that can result in DCH. Examples of
high velocities that 'thematerial would not collect preventive strategies include the following:
in the reactor vessel cavity but would instead be (a) feed and bleed of ,,hesteam generators using
dispersed into the containment atmosphere. This normal or alternate feedwater injection methods
dispersal of core material could rapidly increase or water sources, and (b) feed and bleed of the
the temperatureand pressure of the containment primary system using normal or alternate high
atmosphere through direct transfer of thermal p_¢ssure injection methods or sources of water.
energy. Additional energy could also be released The effectiveness of these or similar preventative
rapidly to the containment atmosphere by the strategies have been, or wiUbe, investigated dur-
oxidation of metallic components in the core ing the development of current or future Individ-
material and by the deflagration or detonation of ual Plant Evaluations (IPEs) or Probabilistic Risk
hydrogen. The process of rapid energy transfer Assessments (PRAs).
and conversion is generally called direct contain-
ment heating (DCH). Mitigative strategies for DCH have also been

identified in the event that preventative strategies
If large quantities of molten core material are are ineftective. These strategies are generally

dispersed into the containment atmosphere aimed at minimizing the pressurerise associated
during a severe accident, DCH could rapidly with DCH by modifying the conditions con-
pressurize the containment beyond its strucmr'd trolling how extensively the core material is
limits. The resulting containment failure could dispersed into the containment atmosphere.
occur relatively early in the accident, reducing Important contributors to dispersal include the
the time available for evacuation and sheltering following: the magnitude of the RCS pressure
and thereby increasing public risk. The risk (driving force for ejecting the moltencore materi-
significance of DCH was initially discussed in al), the quantity of molten core material ejected,
NUREC_0956 as one of eight areas repre.,_nting the composition of the ejected material, and the
major technical uncertainties,t The first draft of geometry of the reactor vessel cavity. Based on
NUREG-1150 indicated that DCH ,'ould change these contributors, strategies that intentionally
risk by up to an order of magnitude for the depressurize the reactor coolant system (RCS)
Surry nuclear power plant.2 In the second draft prior to the failure of the lower head have the
of NUREG-1150, it was concluded that the potentialto mitigate DCH byreducing the driving
contribution of DCH to early containment failure force for ejection of the core melt.



The NuclearRegulatoryCommission(NRC)is thatthe effects of direct containmentheatingwill
currently conducting a coordinated research be mitigated, lt can also be used to determine
programto determine whetheran accident man- whetherthereareseriousdownsideconsequences
agement strategy that intentionally depressurizes such as excessive hydrogen generationor steam
the reactor coolant system of a PWR would be explosions that may occur duringdepressuriza-
effective in reducing publicriskby mitigating the tion. The human performanceanalysis provides
effects of direct containmentheating.This deter- informationon the capability of the operatorto
ruinationis being accomplishedin two phases: initiate intentional depressurization using plant

procedures,and provides estimates of the liken-
Phase 1--The objective of this phase is to hood that depressurization will be successfully
determine whether the reactorcoolant sys- implementedbased on the timid%of events and
tem pressure of a PWR can be effectively the existing performanceshapingfactors,such as
reduced to a sufficientlylow value that the stresslevels. Equipmentanalysis provides infer-
effects of DCH will be mitigated, mationon the performance of theequipmentnec-

essaryfordepressurizationandidentifies possible
Phase 2NThe objective of this phase is to changes that may be needed in the equipment or
estimate the riskto the publicres,.dtingfrom supportsystems for successful operation.
DCH both with andwithout the strategy of
intentional RCS depressurization and to The majoremphasis of this report is on strate-
comparethe changein riskwi_ the benefits gies that involve opening the pressurizerpower
that can be identified from the use of this operatedrelief valves (PORVs) and upper head
strategy, ventto forceRCSdepressurization.Both the pos.

itive and negative effects of these strategies are
This report describes the results from Phase 1. considered. The effectiveness of intentional
The phenomenologicaland probabilisticanalyses depressurizationis measured through compari.
necessary to produce the estimates for accom- sons with the case where the plant personnel do
plishing Phase 2 are currently being performed, not successfully implement either prevention or

mitigation strategies.
The evaluations necessary to accomplish

Phase 1 require integration of several different The remainder of this report d_,scribes the
types of analyses including: approach used in the evaluation of intentional

depressurization and the results obtained. See-
* Phenomenological behavior tion 2 describes the approach and discusses the

selection of a plant as well as a risk important
* Human performance sequence for ev_uation. Section 3 describes the

analysis performed, the results, and the appli.
• Equipment performance cability of the results to PWRs in general. Sec-

tion 4 discusses an evaluation of the potential to
• Uncertainty effects, recover the core using alternate methods of add-

ing feedwater addition to the steam generator.
The phenomenological behavior analysis pro- Section 5 discusses the uncertainties in the re.,
vides information to determine whether a strategy suits and Section 6 presents conclusions and
will reducethe pressure to a sufficientlylow level recommendations.



2. APPROACH FOR EVALUATION OF INTENTIONAL
DEPRESSURIZATION

The basic approachusedfdr evaluatingthe NUREG-1150.2(The initialNUREG-1150draft
effectiveness of intentional depressurization was used because it representeCthe most up-to-
includesthefollowingthreesteps:(I)identifya datepublishedinformationatthetime,_c,,depres-
typicalplant anda riskimportant severe accident surization evaluations wen imtiated.) _, ccview
sequencesuitableforanalysisg_rposes,(2) iden- of these results,presented in Appendix A, indi-
tify andselect depressurization strategies for cates thatabout74%of the totalcore damagefrc-
evaluation,and(3) evalua;-, the effectiveness of quency can be _ttributedto sequences involving
tic strategies fordeprcssufizingthe RCSandmit- high pressure core melt ejection where there i_
igatingthe effects of DCH using severeaccident equipment_vailablethatcould be used to depres-
calculationaltools. Step 3 includes evaluationof sufizc the RCS. Becausestationblackoutwas the
thephcnomcnologicalbehavior,humanp_rform- dominantcontributortothistotal(about64ofthe
ancc,andhardwareperformanceof lhcsh'atcgies. 74%), a station blackout sequencewas selected
Evaluation of the effectiveness of depressuriza- fortheevaluationof intentionaldepressurization.
rienrequiresajudgementon how low RCS pre,s- However, depressurizationwould be most diffi-
sure must be for the effects of E_CH to be cult to implement during a station blackout
mitigated.Basedon currentlyavailableinfonna- sequence and would therefore represent a limit-
tion, it was assumedthatan RCS pressurethat is ing case for evaluationpurposes.
withinabout 1MPa (145 psi) of tic containment

pressure will mitigate DCH. The following su_ The station blackout sequence selected for
sections discuss tic three steps in detail, evaluation is TMLB'. ThLssequence is initiated

by the loss of offsitc power. Onsite ac power is
2.1 Plant and Sequence also unavailable becau_ the diesel generators fail

Selection to start or fadlto supply power over an extended
pefioa of time. Heat removal through the steam
generators cannot be maintained in the long term

The Surry nuclear power plant was selected for because there is no ac power for the electrical
the DCH evaluations because of the availabili:y pumps and the steam drivea auxiliary feedwater
of pertinent information and the potential for risk pump _ fails to supply water.As the transient
reduction through mitigatingthe effects of DCH. begins, power is lost to the control rod drives and
Both significant plant and risk-related infor- to the pumps. The reactor scrams, and the main
marion were available because Surry was one feedwater and reactor coolant pumps begin to
of three PWRs being evaluated for the coast down. Feedwater is quickly reduced to zero
NURF.G-1150 program. In addition, a SCDAP/ as the main feedwater valves close. The turbine
RELAP5 model of the plant was available for stop valves close, and the pressure in the steam
calculatingthe plant severe accident behavior: generators increases until the relief or dump
Surry is a Westinghouse--designed PWR with valves open. Steam generator p_ssure is main-
three coolant loops. Rated core thermal power is tained fairly constant thereafter.A_ heat is trans-
2441 MW.Two PORVs, each with a capacity of ferred from the RCS to the steam ge:lerators, the
179,000 lb/hr of steam, can be used to relieve liquid in the steam generators is completely
fluid from the top of the pressurizer. A subatmo- vaporized and the steam generators are no longer
spheric dry containment building surroPmdsthe capable of removing significant energy. Decay
reactorsystems, heat from the core then heat_ the RCS water

causing the system to pressurize. The PORV con-
Selection of a severe accident sequence for use nected to the top of the pressurizer cycles to

in evaluation of intentional depressuriza.,:.onwas control the pressure. After the RCS reaches
based on risk result_presented in the initial draft saturation, a high pressure boiloff commences,



resulting in core uncovery and heatup. Without wateris not possible, or ii feed andbleed is not
the recovery of power or equipment,RCS pres- possibleoris ineffective.Theobjectivesof strate-
sure boundaryfailure,or intentional depressuri- gi_s involving intentional depressurization for
zation, the transient proceeds to severe core the TMLB' sequenceare: (1) to reducethe RCS
damage.Additionaldiscussionof recoverystrate- pressure._,':_:_ the accumulatorsetpoint so that
gies is presentedin the following section, accumulatorinjectioncancool the core and(2) to

re,duce the RCS pressure below the point where
lt should be _,oted that the second draft of DCH will be mitigated if other strategies are not

NUREG-1150 indicated that the risk posed by successful in preventing core relocation and ves-
DCHwas less than initially calculated) A portion sel failure. Although the pressure below which
of the reduction resulted from accounting for DCH will be mitigated is not well established, it is
mechanisms that would cause a reduction in RCS generally accepted that a pressure within about
pressure during accident sequences. Intentional 1 MPa of the containment pressure would pre-
depressurization by plant pe,'sonnel was one of vent wide dispersal of the molten core and there-
the mechanisms mentioned, by prevent early containment failure for most

containment conditions.
2.2 Selection of

Depressurization Strategies Intentionaldepressurizationestablishesa low
•for Evaluation pressure path that the sequence will follow. '_re

is also the potential fora transitionfromthe high
Actionstakenby plantpersommlcan have im- pressureto low pressurepaths if the RCS piping

portant consequences as the TMLB' sequence or componentsfail early in the sequencebecause
progresses.Figure 1 illustratespotential progres- of adverse pressure or mechanical conditions, or
sion pathsfor this sequence.The circlesrepresent later in the ,sequencebecause they are heated to
states of the plant anddownward arrows repre- high temperatures following substantial core
sent the failure of strategies to stop progression damage. RCS failurecould occur at moderate to
toward more degraded plant conditions. The low pressuresif thereis sufficientcom damage to
upward or horizontal arrows represent the imple- create high temperaturesandif there is sufficient
mentation of strategies that are intended to either flowthrough the RCS to transpon large quantities
improve the condition of the plant (for example of energy to the piping 9r components. The tran-
cool the core), or to mitigate the potential for sition to low pressureowing to RCSfailure repre-
DCH. Preventative strategies are located on the sents a natural evolution towards a state where
upperend of the diagram. For example, if acpow- DCH is mitigated irrespective of whether opera-
er is restored within two to ttu'eehours or ifplant tor action is taken. For the TMLB' sequence,
personnel can initiate auxiliary feedwater within depressurizationresulting fromthe failure of the
a relatively shorter period oftirne, plant operation pressurizer surge line has been predicted by
can be recovered with no damage to the core. If SCDAP/RELAP5 calculat2ons in the absence of
these strategies cannot be implemented, addition- accident management actions by plant person-
al preventative strategies would be attempted nel.s This calculation is considered in the later
using either alternate methods to supply waterfor sections that discussthe effectiveness of operator
the secondary system orprimarysystem feed and initiated depressurization.
bleed. An example of a preventive strategy would
be the use of fire water pumps to feed a depresst_-
rized steam generator. The potential effectiveness Whether the sequence progresses along the
of these preventative strategies is discuv,sed fur- high pressure or low pressure path, plant person-
ther in Appendix B. nel will attempt to increase RCS inventoryusing

strategies to add water by alternate injection
Depressurizationof the RCS could occur if the methods or using alternate sources of water.

recovery of ac power or the use of auxiliary feed- Alternate injection methods would need to be





independent of ac power. These strategies are prior to the initiation of depressurization.
indicated by several of the horizontal arrows in Strategiesthat are developed using this second
Figm-c1. The effectiveness of wateradditionin criterionarc referredto as late depressurization
stoppingthe degradationof the core will depend strategies.Forbothstrategiesit was assumedthat
on the amountof water that reaches the core and theupperhead vent was opened at the sametime
the conditionof thecoreatthe timewhen wateris asthePORVs.
available. The effect of water addition on a

degraded core is not addressed in this report A seeping evaluation of the effectiveness of
because it is being investigatedin otherresearch steam generatorfeed and bleed is presented in
sponsoredby the NRC. thisreportto determir_whetherthispreventative

strategy would remain effective up to the time
This reportwill primarilyaddressthe operating thatlatedepressurizationwas initiated.Thiseval-

condition where preventativestrategies arc un- uation is considered to be seeping in nature
available or have failed anddepressurization because the calculations did not investigate a
must be relied upon to mitigate the effects of rangeof feedwaterinjectionratesor examinedif-
DCH. This report's objective is to determine ferent steam generator cot_tions or methodsof
whether the RCS can be depressurizedto a value control. In addition, the possible negative effects
low enough to ensure that the potential for DCH caused by injection of water imo a dry steamgen-
is mitigated. Major emphasis is placed on depres- crater were not evaluated in detail. A feedwater
surization using the PORVs and upper head yeW. flowrate equivalent to that of the steam driven
because the loss of ac power should not disable auxiliary feedwaterpump was used for the evalu-
the equipment during the early portions of the ation. Two different criteria for feedwater flow
sequence, initiation were considered, based on upperple-

num conditions.For the firstcriterion,feedwater

There is some latitude at the time when depres- was initiated when the upperplenum vapor tem-
surization must be initiated. If the PORVs are peramreexceeded saturationby 3 K (5.4°F). This
opened too early in the TMLB' sequence, there deviation from saturation would correspond to
maynot be sufficient time to implementpreferred the onset of core heatup as indicated by the core
prevention strategies. Waitingtoo long, however, exit thermocouples.The second criterion used an
may aUowcore damageto begin before lowpres- upper plenum vapor temperature of 810 K
sure conditions are reached and may not allow (1000°F). This temperature was estimated to eor-
sufficient time to reach low pressure conditions respond to a core exit thermocouple temperature
prior to vessel breach. For the evaluations per- of 922 K (1200°F) based on the computer codes
formed in this report, two different criteriawere and the plant modeling used.
selected for initiation of depressurization to pro-

vide a reasonable range of times for opening the 2.3 l::valuation Approach
PORVs during a TMLB' sequence. The first cri-

terion would initiate depressurizationwhen the The approach and techniques used to evaluate
steam generators boiled dry.This criterion was the equipment performance and human perform..
selected based on an initial assessment of seven ante are describedin Sections 3.2 and 3.3 respee-
possible methods of initiating depressurization tively. Evaluation of the phenomenological
early in the sequence. 6 Strategies that are de- behavior during intentional depressurization was
veloped using this first criterion for initiating performed using the SCDAP/RELAP5computer
depressurizationare referred to as early depressu- code. 4 This code provides best-estimate integral
rization strategies. The second criterion would calculations of the system thermal-hydraulics
initiate depressurization when the core exit ther- and core damage response. A briefdescriptionof
mocouples reach 922 K (1200°F). This criterion the code is provided in Appendix C.The SCDAP/
would ensure that the core was in the process of RELAP5 model of the Surry Plant was very
uncovering and that fuel damage was imminent detailed; both the fluid volumes and metal



structures were modeled for all three coolant from highly oxidized fuel rodsthat are free stand-
loops. The piping was assumed to be adiabatic ing, to a molten pool of fuel material contained in
on the outer surface. The surge line and pressur- a metallic/ceramic crucible with adjacent beds of
i:-_r shell were modeled as heat structures with fuel rod rubble. The configuration is influenced
adiabatic outer surfaces. The two PORVs were by the history of the accident, the core tempera-
model,d as a single valve connected to the top of ture, and the coolant conditions. Depending on
the pressurizer with the valve sized to provide a the amount of cooling available, the configura-
steam flow of 45.1 kg/s at 16.2 MPa, which is tion may remain stable or may melt and relocate.
twice the rated capacity of one PORV. Both the Whether the core is in the configuration of a rod
steam generator primary and secondary sides like geometry, a rubble bed, or a molten pool can
were modeled for all three steam generators. The influence the capability to depressurize because
model of the steam generator included the tubes, the configuration strongly influences the rate of
downcomer, riser, main and auxiUary feedwater energy transfer to the coolant.
systems, steam line, main steam isolation valves,
PORVs, and safety relief valves. The metal The Three Mile Island, Unit 2 (TMI-2) acci-
masses associated with the steam generator walls dent provides important information for se-
and internals were modeled with the outer surface quences leading to late-phase core melt
of the steam generators assumed to be adiabatic, progression (formation of a molten pool in the
Three accumulators were modeled each contain- core region and relocation of molten material to
ing 29,100 kg of borated water with a gas cover the lower plenum). This accident was a small-
pressure of 4.24 MPa. The core and upper pie- break loss--of--coolantaccident (LOCA) through
hum volumes were divided into three radial a stuck-open PORV without adequate safety
regions and were selected so that similarly pow- injection. (The operators bypassed safety injec-
ered fuel assemblies were grouped together, tion early in the accident.) Eventually, the core
Structures were used to model the fuel rods, con- uncovered and approximately 50% of the core
trol rods, instrumenttubes, and empty control rod melted. About 20 tons of the molten material
guide tubes in each of the three regions. The core relocated to the lower plenum. The reactor pres-
axial core length was divided into ten vertical sure vessel (RPV) did not fail, and the molten
regions. The upper plenum volumes were exten- material in the reactor vessel was cooled after
sions of the core region boundaries. The head safety injection was reestablished by the opera-
vent and associated piping were modeled with a tors. Because this accident embodies possible
flow area of 0.00014 m2.Additional information events for many potential severe accidents, a
on the Surry model is presented in Appendix D. TMI-2 analysis is being conducted through

sponsorship of the Committee on the Safety of
Nuclear Installations (CSNI) to benchmark

The phenomena that occur during core degra- severe accident analysis codes. 7 Users and
dation and relocation are varied and complex, developers of many of the severe accident analy-
These complexities inhibit the understanding of sis codes, including SCDAPfRELAP54 and
some phenomena and in the codes capability to MELPROGflRAC, s are participating in the anal-
model them. (See,Appendix E for a brief discus- ysis exercise.
sion of core melt progression and potential
phenomenological uncertainties.) The early Up to the time of initial core melting, most of
stages of core degradation with the fuel rods the codes participating in the CSNI program
intact are relatively well characterized. As the match the recorded TMI-2 plant data--such as
core damage progresses and the control rod mate- RCS pressumc--reasonably weil.Results from the
rial, fuel rod cladding, and fuel begin to relocate, various codes tend to deviate most from the
there is an increase in the degree of uncertainty in measured parameters after the onset of core
predicting some phenomena. For example, dur- melt. There are also variations from one code to
ing the late phase of core melt progression the another for some parameters. The calculation of
core may be in a variety of configurations ranging total hydrogen generation is an example of this



variation. The calculated total hydrogen at mized cladding or dation and heat transferto the
174 min (the end time of the first two phases of coolant and served as a baseline for comparing
the analysis exercise) varies from about 100 to the results fl_omthe second calculation. Calcula-
460 kg. This compares to an estimated release of lion 2 simulated the system response to a failure
about 300 kg9,1°at 174 rain. Similar variances of the RCS pressure boundary at the surge line.
occurred for other calculated quantities, lt is This failure was based on the c_culation of creep
noted that some of the boundary conditions, rupture failure of the piping. Other potential RCS
particularly the high-pressure injection rate, may failure locations such as reactor coolant pump
have large uncertainties due to the lack of seals were not examined in these analyses.
recorded flow measurements. Because an effort Calculations 1 and 2 were performed early in the
has been made to compare the codes using a program and did not include improved code rood-
common set of boundary conditions, the vari- els in SCDAP/RELAP5 for UO2dissolution and
ations noted are the result of both uncertainties in fragmentation of oxidized cladding by quench-
the capabilities of the models and the application ing. Consequently, the core cortfll_urationresults
of the models, lt is therefore concluded that for these two calculations may not be repre-
provisions should be made to bound uncertainties sentative based on current phenomenological
in the core damage progression models that knowledge. The remainder of the calculations
are important for the analysis of intentional were performed with the improved models.
depressurization.

A methodology using sensitivity calculationsUncertainties considered to have important
was developed to assess the influence of uncer-effects on intentional depressurization include the

following: (1) the potential for RCS boundary tainties dealing with core degradation and reloca-
failure during a severe accident and the con- tion. This methodology (illustrated in Figure 2)

relies on performing calculations to first boundsequences of this failure, (2) the configuration of
core damage states that may affect system pres-the core during core degradation, and (3) the
sure (paths 1 and 2) and then to bound the effectquantity of material that relocates to the lower
of relocation to the lowerplenum (paths 3 and 4).plenum and the energy transfer from this material
This parametric assessment starts at the point ofto water in the lower plenum. The approach used
core uncovery. Calculations 3, 4, and 5 are notwas to perform a series of SCDAP/RELAP5 cal-
shown in Figure 2 because they are sensitivityculations to systematically bound the uncertain- calculations used to establish the values of

ties and evaluate their effect on depressurization.
parameters to be used for calculations represent-Table 1 identifies the calculations and summa-

rizes the purpose for performing each one. The ing paths 1 and 2.
criteria for initiation of depressurization and the
phenomena at the time each calculation was Following path 1 (the upper bound path), on
terminated are also preseoted. Table 2 presents Figure 2 would result in the maximum transfer of
input parameters that were varied to influence energy from the core to the coolant causing the
fuel relocation and fragmentation during reflood system pressure to be highest and the time from
for each calculation. A discussion of the indi- accident initiation to molten pool formation and
vidual calculations and the potential influence of relocation to be longest. Calculation 6 was per-
these parameters follows, formed to investigate this path. Following path 2

minimizes the energy input to the coolant thereby
Calculation 1 was performed to assess system maximizing the energy that goes into heating the

behavior when the fuel rods remained essentially core material. As a result, more core material
intact during the period when intentional depres- melts allowing largez quantities of core material
surization had actuated the accumulators and to relocate to the lower plenum. Calculation 7
they had emptied. The intact fuel rods maxi- was performed to investigate this path.



Table 1. Depressurizationcalculations
i i i

Depressurization Calculation
Calculation Initiation Termination Purpose

1 Steamgenerator Accumulators Assess systembehaviorwhen
secondary dry" empty fuel rods remained intact

2b Steam generator Accumulators Investigate sensitivity of
secondary drya empty system pressure to failure

of RCS pressureboundary

3,4,5b Steam generator After in-core Determine input parameters
secondary drya melting and that maximize in--core

relocation metallic relocation

6,7b Steam generator Relocation Bound pressureand timing of
secondary drya to lower events before relocation oi'

plenum molten material to lower
plenum

8,9 Not applicable Lower head Bound the pressure prior to
failure lower head failure and

estimate time of failure

10 Core exit TCs Relocation Evaluate the effects of late
read 922 K° to lower depressurization on system
(1200°F) plenum response

a. Earlydepressurizationstrategy.

b. Initialconditionsfromcalculation1.

c. Latedepressurizationstrategy.
i i ii i

Table 2. Calculation matrix used for the sensitivity studies

Relocation Parameters Fragmentation Parameters

Percent

Zr(_ Oxidizedb Cladding Beta Layer
Path Temperaturea (durable Temperaturec Thicknessd

Calculations (Figure2) (K) thickness) (K) (m)

PressureBoundarySensitivities

l_Intact surge line ..__e 2500 60 _ --
2---Failedsurge line e 2500 60 ._.e



Table 2. (continued)
| i i iii i

i i,Jl

Relocation Parameters Frag.mentation Parameters

Percent

ZrOz Oxidizedb Cladding Beta Layer
Path Temperature a (durable Temperature o Thickness d

Calculations (_Figure2) (K) thickness) (K) (m)
Relocation Sensitivities

3 1 2680 60 Tsat + 200 0.0001

4 2 2300 99.9 T, at + 200 0.0001

5 2 2400 99.9 T,at + 200 0.0001

Core Configuration Sensitivities

G--Maximize rubble bed 1 2680 60 1273 0.0001

7--Maximiz0 fuel relocation 2 2400 99.9 Tsat + 90 0.0001

Steam Interaction Sensitivities

8--Maximize steam interactions 3 -- _
9--Minimize steam interactions 4 -- _

a. Temperatureat which ZrO2 shell fails.

b. Percent of Zr oxidation above which rt,locatiov will not take place.

c. Temperatureat which ZrOz will shatter in the presence of water.

d. Thickness of the beta-Zr layer above which ZrOzwill not shatter.

e. Fragmentation not calcadatcd.Calculations 1and 2 present the system behavior when the fuel rods remain¢ssentlaHyh_tact to show the
pressure and time sensitivity to failure of the pressure boundary

Path 1 Path 3

(calculation 6) (calculation 8)

temperature & transfer during &
durable thickness after relocation
(maximum rubble
bed formation)

Start oi core / Molten pool RPV

heat up l in core failure

Minimum failure l l

temperature &
durable thickness Mlnir'r_rnheat

(minimum rubble transfer during &
Maximizes bed formation) after relocation

pressure
Path 2 Path 4

(calculation7) (calculation9)
OO4-NtJR EG.,O 1

Figure 2. Caiculationpathsusedforcomdamageparamcmrstudy.
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Parameters that "affecttlm behavior of lhc fuel of cladding oxidation _ which the oxide she./!
rod cladding were used to influence the paths mk- win not fail, or dum_ thickness. The uncertain-
en in the calculations. Calculations 3, 4, and 5 lies in these two _rs have not been quanli-
were performed to determine the parameter fled, however, a failure temperature of 2680 K
values that maximize fuel dissolution and reloca- (4400°F) and maximum oxide thickness for tld]-
tion. In these calculations, two input Iztrameters ure that co_ to 60% cladding oxidation
were varied within their unc_rt&imy ranges; the are typical best-esfimme values. When those val-
zircaloy dioxide (7zO2) fidlure temperature and

ues arc used. code predictions are in agreement
the percent of zircaloy oxidation above which with severe accidem data from the PBF SFD 1--4
relocation will not take place. The _rO2 failure
temper,_turevaries between the melting points of experiment.Zz Calculation 3 was performed with

tbese best estimate parametels. In Calcu;micm 4
zircaloy (2123 K) (3400°F) and ZrO_.(2973 K)

and 5, temperatures of 2300 K (3680°1_ and
(4900°F). When this temperature is reached, the
oxide shell surrounding the fuel rod wUl fail (if 2400 K (3860°F) were used and mltz_on was
thin enough), allowing molten zircaloy coupled allowed until the zJn_oy was 99% oxidized. By
with _cally dissolved UO2 to rekz_Uc down- varying the input failure temperature, a maxi-
ward (see Figure 3). However, if the _daddingis mum amount of UO2 that can be dissolved by the
sufficiently oxidized, the Zr02 shell is thicker and molten zircaloy before the cladding is almost
able to contain the molten core materiaL In this completely oxidized can be determined. ['bcl
situation, the downward relocation is delayed un- relocation is therefore maximized. Additional
til the melting temperature of ZrO2 is reached, infommfion on the reasons some imrameters were
The second inputparameter varied is the fraction selected is pmumted in Section 3.

Zr m

_] Tclad >Trelocation&U02 Oxidethickness< durablethickness

liquefiedmixtureof _'_'---b_
Zircaloyanddissolved
fuel candlingflowof

U-Zr-Omixture _.=_.=

Zr02 El

Tclad< Trelocationor
Oxidethickness> durablethickness

0.805o

Rgure 3. Represemafion of fuel rod oxide shell failure.
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Two possible mechanisms for in-core fuel quenching was used. Thus, heat transferto the
relocation we_e bounded.The first is thereloca- coolantwasminimized.
lion of mostly ceramic (U,7_x)02resultingfrom
themelling of U02 and7aO2.Zirc_oy oxidation Calculations6 (path1)and7 (path2) were F_r-

formed upto the time a molten pool was formedis allowed to proceed as faras possible priorto
melt relocation. The second mechanism is the andhad begun relocating to the lower plenum.
relocation of mostly metallic U-Zr-O resulting Thesecalculationsthereforeprovidethe boundary _.
from the meltingof zirc_doyandcl_mical disso- conditions for the remainingtwo paths.Paths 3

0+

and4areupper-andlower-boundpaths forthe re- ,,lution of U02. These mechanismswere bounded locationof molten materialm the core region to
by varying the oxidefailure temperatureand thelowerplenum.Onpath3,thecalculationuses
thickness for relocationdiscussedabove. Also, assumptionsthatmaximize the energy transfer
the timin_ andamountof claddingembrittlement fromthe relocatingmolten corium.Onpath4 as-
and fragmentationby quenchingwere bounded, sumptionsare madeto mimmize energy transfeL
The fragmentationparametersare theZzO2tem- The methodology used to c'_culate the energy
peratureat which shatteringoccursandthebeta- transfer to the coolant in the lower plenum is
Zr layer thickness below which the oxide will _bownschematicallyin Figures4 and5. Whenthe
shatter. The oxide temperatures are 1273 K calculationindicates that a failureof thecrustsur-
(18(X)°F)(the temperatureof a phase change in rounding the molten material has occurred at a
theoxide above which theoxide is too pliableto specificnode,the quantityofmolten materialto be
fraglnenL and Tug+ 90 K (300°1_ (a lower limit relocatedis themass of moltenmaterialabovethe
on this temperature).12Thebeta-Zr layeris un- failurelocation.The rateof relocationisdeter-
oxidized zircaloy,so, the smaller the thiclme_.% minedby lhc mass of materialto be relocatedand
the more thecladding has oxidized. The uncer- auserspecified timeto relocatethemoltenmated-
ufimyin the be_Zr layerthi_ is verysmall, al (M/Pr,asshownin Figure4).' Becausethein-
Therefore,this parameterwas net variedfromthe tent is to bound the energy transfer during
best-estimate value of 0.0001 m.z3 relocation,the code models diverge at this point,

basedon whetherthecalculationis to proceedon
In calculation 6 (ma_imqm rubble bed forma- path 3 or path4. Forpath3, the model (Figure4)

lion), relocation of metallic U-Zr-O mixtures assumes that in one time step the quantity of
was minimized allowing in-piace oxidation of materialrelocated is cooled tothe temperatureof

the liquid in the lower plenum (Tnt), thus deter-the claddingto proceedas long as possible, thus
maximizing the oxidation heat generation. The miningthemass of liquidvaporized.Ifduringany

timestepthemass of thesteamto beproducedex-criteria for rubbleformation were set to ensure
ceedsthemass of the avaffableliquid,the eaergythatare,asom_ upperboundfor claddingoxide
transferis limitedto thatnecessary to vaporizetheembriulementwas used, resultingin the shatter-
available liquid.For path4, the model (Figure 5)ing of the maximum amountof ZrO2andan in-
assumes thatthere is no energy transferfrom the

creased surface area for heat transfer to the relocatingcore materialto thecoolantinthe lower
coolanL In calculation 7 (maximum metallic plenum.Afterthecorematerialhas relocated, the
U-Zr-O relocation), input parameters were energytransferto :heRPV lower headandstruc-
chosen to maximize relocationof metallic mix- turesabovethedebrisbedareconsidered.Onboth
turesof U-Zr-O. Because this process is highly paths,theheattransfertoandwithintheRPVlow-
non-linear,with the maximummass of liquefied er head is modeled by two-dimensional, finite-
material occurringbetween the melting point of elementheattransfermodels.
zircaloy andof ZrO2,calculations 3 through5

were necessaryto findthe inputparametersyield_ a. Inthisanalysis,tinw,(Tr)torelocatewasassigned
ing the maximum mass relocated.The criteriafor avalueof 100s.Therelocationtimewasbasedonthe
rubblebedfonnationweresetsothatareasonable estimateof --60to 120s for relocationduring the
lower bound for claddingembrittlementandcore YMI-2accident.
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4. Core retocation model for maxi- _ 5. Con_ re]ocationmodcl fm_
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3. INTENTIONAL DEPRESSURIZATION USING THE PORV

TIMsaecdtm desgn-ta= nund_ from tbe evalu- injectkmto Mxmt340 rain.luitiMly,,loop tmmml
arian of intenfiomd depresmtdzafion at Surry circulation _rts uwagy to the steam gen-
usingthe_Vs md upp=head veil Intbe tim eram_ The energy of decay heat is reamved by

the resulu of the SCDAP/RELAP5 heat trmsfer m thesecondaryside of the steam
ca:culadom are described andexplaincd. The gmr_/U 75mi_ _ _ mvcumrym _
results are d/,tcwsed in terms of the strategies sUr,amgetw,raWrs is exhausted; the PORVs are
involving eady and late depremudzafion (see _ open.andRCSpmm_ _to sam-
Secdtm 2.2). In th_ ggtzM mlm_cdon, an evalu- mtkm. _ in the RCSswelll rbevohmx of
.don is_ of t_ _m= and.ro,t- cootam_ cetmm_Tm_ thepmmuizerr_my
atioms of the PORV hzrdware and nocessary fil_ (soc Figure 7). Tbeqtmlityof lhe flow outthe
support symcms for imlMemca_ng imentional PORVs is detaeased, and the vapor generation
d_q_td,,ilmL Tlg tl_d _ descn'b_ ratein tbe ome _ tbe rste of vaporremoval
an evaluation of the Immanfactors _ of through the PORVs. Thus, RCS pressure

_ andthe final sub- _ until the pi,_mu'izer level peaks and
zmim digma=meawnmeimyofmereamsto begimto_
otherPWRs.

Core he.amp is calculated to start at about
3.1 Cakmlation Results 114 min. BytbetimcRCS__tbe

of the accumulators, signific_uUcore
3.1.1 _ tor_ t_*qa_uurtm, heatuphasoccun_. Wheninifiadaccumulator

As _ in Socti_ 2.2, cMo.dgmm 1 injection occurs, the minimum cladding tem-
thnm_ 7 wmopedmmed usingthc _ th_Z peratureis cadoAmed to be ~1500 K (2240OF)
d_-_ wouldbeinia"""_dbytheopera- (seeFigere8).Theinjectionof waterfromthe
mrwhm themeangmetTmsectmdarysidewm accumulatonforceswaterintotbecore;theaddi.
dry.Tlm _ is_ mm eadydepn:sm- tionalwaterprovidesonlysiren-ten, cooling.
dzation became it was _ as the earliest The core then continues to heatup, driven by

time that imampermnt_ would be cladding oxidation. When RCS presmt_ again
expectedto _ __n usingme _to aammtdator_ theinflowrate
PORVs. The following ptragraphs provide a is not as great as the first cycle. Until about
discm=m of nm_ from tlg _ _ 200 rain, RCS presam__ slowly. Most
esdy _ regionsofthe cole haveo'_ andarematting

to cool when the second major inflow cycle
Oxmaben_4 performed the calculatkms for occurs. The inflow cycles are insufficient to

theearlydeptmmmizatioustrategyup m thetime maima/n long--W.nno_recooling, andtbe maxi.
of molam pool gr.locationto the lower plenum mum claddingtem_ is calmlmed to begin
(neeTalMeI). _ I and2 afeared increasing again by 250 min. By 440 min,
m _ barn,dine_ gndwere reed m RCS immsurcis _ 1 MPa
provide intmt in determining how to perform
mm_ oftheoth__Tbe RCS_ The surge life metal temperatures are cal-
for calculmkms1 and2 is shown in Hgure 6 and culated to exceed the melting temperature of
is tYl_/calof lhc cmty _ Pefi_ for carbcmm_J (abou_1700K)asshown in Figure9.
MIcalo.dmdt_ The nmjorfeamn_ of the_ Priorm _ nglting lempermu_, ca_p rup-
su'.epl_ ate as _ (a) a near_ pre_ Im_of the mu_ line is _ Bcc.mineof rbe
auc region fromeady in the umsie_ to 75 mill; large thermalmass,the calculated metal teJn-
Co)dep,csmriz,monupon_ thePORVs, peratureatthehotlegadjacemtothesurgefine
f_llowedbyashort--term_ and Ingswedlbehiml therougeline.The hatleg could
(c) a cycSc _ fromthestartof accumulm_ Mtema_y fa_ by melfi_ butis nm expected to
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fail by creep rapture.Opening the PORVsdirects temperature, time, and quantity of molten zir-
flow fromthe vessel throughthe hot leg, through caloy appear to be optimum to cause the large
the pressurizersurge line, and pressurizer. Be- amounts of UO.zto be relocated. For a failure
cause these flows are largecompared to natural temperature of 2680 K (4370°F), the high-
circulation flows, the flow of hot gases through temperatureregionof the corereached100%oxi-
the steam generator is diminished. Thus, the dation. Under the condition of complete
surge_Aneis the most likely location for an RCS oxidation, ZrO2will not dissolve any UO2unless
pressure boundary failure. Calculation 2 was the temperatureis atleast themelting temperature
madeto evaluatethe effectof surgeline failureon of Zr02. Thus, only the controlrodscontributeto
the system behavior. The RCS pressure results the metallic relocation. As expected, the mini-
from Figure 8 show that the surge line failure mum cladding relocation occurs for an oxide
causes the RCS pressure to decrease to a smaller shell failure temperature of 2680 K (4370°F).
value than that achieved by depressurization Therefore, for calculation 6, minimum relocation,
through the PORVs. While this more rapid an oxide shell failure temperature of 2680 K
depressurization tends to mitigate DCH, it also (4370°F), with the durable thickness set to
places an earlier load on the containment. How- 60% of cladding thickness, was selected. For
ever, this load would not be sufficient to cause calculation 7, maximum relocation, an oxide
containment failure, shell failure temperature of 2400 K, with the

durable thickness set to 0.99% of cladding thick-
Surge line failureis considered to be a likely ness, was selected.

result of intentional depressurization. However,

uncertainties inthe heat transfer characteristics of The RCS pressure for calculations 6 and 7 are
the core, the amount of heat transferred to the both quite similar to the results from calculation 1
components in the flow path, and the heat transfer (see Figure 11). There is a period of essentially
and structural characteristics of the surge line, non-cyclic depressurization following the first
could strongly affect the timing of surgeline fail- accumulator injection cycle. This is then fol-
ure. Consequently,the effects of surge line failure lowed by the cyclic pressure behavior that is asso-
were ignored in the remaining calculations to ciated with the cyclic injection of accumulator
determine whether successful intentional depres- water, lt is significant that the two calculated
surization could be implemented if surge line pressures are essentially the same in peak magni-
failure was significantly delayed, tudes. These similarities would indicate that the

heat transfer and energy generation from zircaloy
As described in Section 2.3, calculations 3, 4, oxidation for the differently configured cores

and 5 were performed to determine the parameter were very similar during the injection of accumu-
settings that produce the minimum and maximum lator water. Review of the core information
relocation of molten core materials and the mini- indicates that oxidation of the cladding was very
mum and maximum formation of a rubble debris nearly complete and did not strongly influence
bed upon injection of accumulator water. The this process. Conclusions indicate that the inter-
parameters used in calculations 6 and 7 were actions between heat transfer from the core mate-
based on the results of these three parametric rial and the hydraulics of the accumulator
calculations.The mass of relocated material cal- injection cycle control the pressure.
culated for the three calculations is shown in

Figure 10. With the oxide shell failure tempera- The calculat_ cladding temperatures at the top
ture set at 2300 K (3680°F), the combination of of the core (3.5-m node) are also similar during
temperature, time, and quantity of molten zir- the transient (see Figure 12).The temperature for
caloy does r t allow for massive dissolution of calculation 6 reaches a relative maximum at

UO.zbefore tile cladding is breached andthe mol- about 150 min, at that time complete oxidation of
ten mixture relocates. With the failure tempera- the top core (3.5-m) node has taken piace. At
ture set at 2400 K (3860°F), the conditions of about the same time in calculation 7, the oxide
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Figure 11. RCS pressure calculated for earlydepressurization sensitivity calculations 6 and7.
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Figure 12. Claddingtemperaturesat3.5m calculatedforearlydepressurizationcalculations6 and7.

shell fails and relocationof the liquefied U-Zr--O regionindicatingtheapproximatelocation of the
mixture occurs. This disparity between the moltencore material.About70 tons of core mate-
two calculations is reflected in the hydrogen rial was molten for calculation 6 compared to
generation (see Figure 13).Parameter settings for about 20 tons for calcula,tion7.
maximum relocation (calculation 7) produce less
total hydrogen (--17 kg less) for periods up to To summarize, calculations 6 and 7 (early
300 rain. The difference is only partially due to depressurization) predict that RCS pressure can
the difference in the amount of metallic cladding be reduced to about 1 MPa by the time core relo-
relocated (~110 kg implies ~5 kg H2 generated), cation to the lower plenum occurs. Although the
Calculation7 predicts significantly greater oxida- core material was in different configurationsand
tion at approximately the mid-core level than there were differentamounts of molten material
does calculation 6. However, once the accumu- for these two bounding calculations, the overall
lators are empty and the core level decreases, the effectof these differences on RCS pressurelate in
total amounts of hydrogen produced are similar, the accident sequence was not significant. The

lack of sensitivity of these late pressure levels to
Most of the core material in the upper and core configuration resulted because accumulator

::_riddle elevations of the core were molten in injection, and the attendant steam generation
calculation 6 while the molten material in cal- from cooling of core debris, dominated the
culation 7 was confined to the central region, late RCS pressure response. Differences in the
Figure 14 shows a representation of the core heat transfer from the injected water were not
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sufficiently influenced by the core configurations There is an immediate pressure increase of about
to result in significant differences in pressure lev- 2 MPa at the time of relocation followed by a
els. This pressure sensitivity may be different if decay of pressure as the rate of vaporization
steam explosions are found to be important. An drops below the rate that mass is flowing through
analysis of the potential for steam explosions dur- the PORVs.
ing relocation of the molten core material is cur-

rently planned using results from calculations 6 When ali of the water in the lower plenum is
and 7 to develop appropriate initial and bound- vaporized, the calculation predicts that the debris
ary conditions, bed initially cools as energy is transferred to the

lower head. As the lower head temperature in-
Calculations 8 and 9 (Table 1) were performed creases, the rate of heat transfer from the debris

to estimate RCS pressure for the time period be- decreases and ultimately the debris bed reheats.
tween core relocation to the lower plenum and The calculated maximum lower head and debris
RPV failure,aThese calculations used the model- bed temperatures are shown in Figure 16. The
ing described in Section 2.3 for maximum heat two temperatures are increasing in an essentially
transfer during and after relocation (Path 3) and linear manner until the melting temperature of
minimum heat transfer during and after reloca- ZrO2 is reached. At that point, the debris bed is
tion (Path 4). Calculation 6 was selected for con- calculated to heatup at a slower, but still linear,
tinuation because the largest amount of core rate, Any creep of the lower head material would
material was available for relocation when com- not occur until the temperature exceeds about
pared to calculation 7. Both calculations 8 and 9 900 K (1160°F). As indicated in Figure 15, the
were initiated at about 450 rain (7.5 h) and calculated RCS pressure is essentially constant
approximately 70 tons of core material were after 530 rain. At this time the RCS pressure has
calculated to flow from the molten pool in the equalized with the containment pressure. The
core through the failed crust. The flow of molten containment was modeled in RELAP5 as a single
material was assumed to occur over a period of volume without heat structures to represent the
100 s. The time over which relocation occurred containment walls or other structures in the con-
(100 s) was selected based on estimates of the tainment. As discussed in Section 3.1.2, conden-
relocation time that occurred during the TMI-2 sation of steam on the containment walls is
accident. The estimates for 7MI-2 were for a expected to prevent the containment pressure
relocation time of 60 to 120 s, with abot_t20 tons from increasing as high as 1MPa. The calculation
of corium relocated to the lower plenum. was therefore terminated because it was no longer

For calculation 8 (maximum heat transfer to capable of accurately predicting possible creep
rupture of the lower head. However, extrapola-the lower plenum water, Path 3), the molten core
tion of the lower head temperature was used tomaterials were assumed to transfer sufficient

energy to the water in the lower plenum to reduce predict that melt-through would occur at a timelater than 6:_ min.
the temperature of the relocating debris to the
saturation temperature. When the vapor void
fraction in the lower plenum was calculated to be Calculation 9 was performed to simulate mini-
approximately 1, heat transfer from the molten mum heat transfer from the core relocated debris
material was then calculated to be to the lower to the water in the lower plenum (Path 4 on
head. The system pressure resulting from reloca- Figure 2). Because there was no energy transfer
tion under these conditions is shown in Figure 15. to the coolant and consequently no vaporization

of liquid, the RCS pressure was calculated to be
nearly constant and approaching containment

a. Thisanalysisdoesnotconsidermoltenfuelcool- pressure. The calculated temperature of the relo-
ant interactions(MFCI) steamexplosions.MFCIs cated debris and the lower head wall are shown in
wouldhave to be analyzedusinga codespecifically Figure 17.A relatively linear increase, similar to
designedforthatpurpose, that calculated for Path 3, is observed. The
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Figure 15. RCS pressure calculated following corium relocation to lower plenum, early
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Figure 17. Maximum debris and wall temperatures for minimum steam interactions.

calculation was terminated for the same reasons tion takes piace may affect, these results.
as discussed for the previous calculation. Extrap- However, the SCDAP/R.ELAP5parameters were
olation of the lower head temperature predicts chosen in an attempt to bound the amount of
lower head melt-through to occur at a time later material that relocates. A more rapid relocation
than 595 min. This failure time is about 2 h would be expected to affect the magnitude of the
25 rain after relocation occurs and should repre- repressurization but there should be a minimum
sent the minimum amount of time between relo- of about 2 1/2 h for the pressure to decrease. This
cation and failure because there is no cooling of amount of time should be adequate for the system
the debris by water, to depressurize to near containment conditions.

The results of the bounding calculations to 3.1.2 Late Depressurization. The late depres-
assess the effect of heat transfer from debris that surization strategy assumes that the PORVs are
relocates to the lower plenum (calculations 8 opened following core uncovery when the core
and 9) indicate that depressurization will be exit thermocouples read 922 K (1200°F). This
successful in reducing the pressure below 1 MPa calculation, referred to as calculation 10 in

prior to lower head failure. The amount of mated- Table 1, uses the same relocati,:)n and fragmen-
al that relocates and the time over which reloca- tation parameters as calculation 6 (Path 1 on
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Figure 2). The calculated pressure response is However, the late depressurization calculation
qualitatively similar to that calculated for early exhibits the following three major differences
depressurization, as shown in Figure 18. a when compared to early depressurization:

(1) during the early portion of the accident
a. Therewerecodeerrorsthataffectedaccomplish- (from shortly after steam generator dry out until
ment of the late depressurization calculation.The the PORVs are latched open) the PORVs cycle
code on tWOoccasions failed due to waterproperty between their open and closed positions, (2) there
errorsthatwere notalleviatedby reducingthemaxi- is no repressurization after latching open the
mumtimestep. This is usuallyan indicationthatthe PORVs, until the accumulator injection cools the
energytransferat the interfacebetween SCDAPand core, and (3) the pressure dec_ at Me time of
RELAP5is inconsistent. While the offending code accumulator injection is very rapid and con-
model was being sought out, the calculation was sequently the initial inflow from the accumula-
patched. Because lhc core was, in general, being tors is rapid rather than slow. Each of these
cooled evenat its top (seeFigure23) bytheaccumula- differences is discussed in merc detail.
torflow, thePORVswereclose,djustpriortothewater
propertyerror andheldclosedtoallowthecodeto
reheatthecom slightlyandstabilizethecalculation. Aftersteamgeneratordryoutinthelatedepres-
Thisisconservativewithregardtothecalculationof surlzationcalculation,thePORVs continueto
RCSpressure.TheperiodsofclosedPORVsareclcar-cycleassteamisformedinthecoreasaresultof
lyindicatedby therepressurizationatabout250and decayhealThus,RCS coolantinventoryislostas
290rain(seeFigure18). thePORVs cycleopen and closedatpressures
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Figure 18. Comparison of calculated RCS pressure for late and early depressurization.
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corresponding to their setpoints. After an The RCS inventory and fluid conditions arc
extended period of time, sufficient inventory is quitedifferentforthe two swo_egieswhendeltaS-
lost and the core uncovers. The resulting core surizationbegins, as illustratedby a phenomcno-
heatup causes the calculated core exit tempera- logical time line in Figure 19. For the early
ture to reach 922 K (1200°F) at approximately depressurizationstrategy no mass has been lost
192 min. Basedon thelate depressurizationstrat- from theRCS priorto latchingthe PORVsopen,
egy initiation criteria, the PORVs are latched but for late depressurization 59% of the RCS
open at this time and RCS depressurization coolantinvcmory (excludingaccumulatorinvert-
begins. Thereis no repressurization,aswithearly tory)has been lost before thePORVsarclatched
depressurization,becausethehigherelevationsof open. Differences in inventory duringthe later
RCS are effectively steam-filled. (The only stage,s of the accidentsequencearc illustratedin
remaining liquid is in thevessel below the top of Figure 20 using the reactor vessel collapsed
the core.) Thus, the flow at the PORVsremains liquid levels. When the collapsed liquid level
essentially single-phase vapor throughout the reachesthebottom ofthecore andmass depletion
depressurizationcalculation, in the lower plenumbegins, the RCSlZeSsureis

about5 MPa forearlydepressurizationandabout
A difference in the RCS pressure of about 15 MPafor latedepresmrizaficn. Thisdifference

0.4 MPa at times later than about 370 rain in lZ'essureallows additionallime for RCS mass
betweentheearlyandlatedepressurizationcalcu- depletion priorto the first accumulatorinjection
lations is shown in Figure 18.As discussed in the cycle for the late depressurization case. As a
preceding subsection, the pressure for the early result,when theaccumulatorbegins injecting, the
depressurizationcalculation approachesa limit- RPV collapsedliquidlevel is belowthebottomof
ing value of about1 MPa because the SCDAP/ the core barrel for late depressurization and
RELAP5representationof thecontainmentis not above the bottom of the core barrel for early
sufficientlydetailed to representthe thermal,con- depressurization.
densation, andfluid flow processes.The primary
deficiency is the lackof an adequatemodel of the
containmentheat structuresthat allows conden-
sationof steam.Withoutadequaterepresentation Althoughthemagnitudeandtimingof the RCS
of condensationthecalculationoverestimatesthe pressure responsewas somewhat differentafter
containment pressure. Because the modeling the initiation of accumulator injection, similar
causedthe finalpressure to be artificiallyhigh for phenomena were taking place. Cyclic pres-
the early depressurization calculation, the late sure behavior was initiated when the pressure
depressurizationcalculationwas mn with a par- fcll below the accumulator pressure and the
allel MELCORcontainmentanalysis.IsThemass accumulatorbegan to addwater to file hot core.
and energy flows from the RCS, as calculated Whensufficientwaterhad emeredlhe core, steam
by SCDAP/RELAPS, were used as input to generation resulting from cooling of the core
MF_LCOR.Thepressurizerrelief tankroompre.s- exceededthe reliefcapacity of thePORVsandthe
surecalculated by MELCORwas thenfed backto rateof condensationof steamby theaccumulator
SCDAP/RELAP5atrestarts.With thistechnique, water, causing the RCS pressure to increase
the pressure calculated for late depressurization above the accumulatorpressure therebytermi-
was about0.6 MPawhen the calculationwas ter- natingwater addition. Cooling of the core con-
minated, and containment pressure was about tinuedas waterin the core region was vaporized.
0.2 MPa. lt is expected that similar final RCS Whenthe rateof vapofizafionof waterin thecore
pressure results would have been calculated for region was less than flow from the PORVs, lhc
theearlydepressurizationstrategyif themoredc- pressure began to decrease. The cycle started
tailedcontainmentrepresentationhadbeen used. overwhentheaccumulatorpressurewas_.
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Early Depressurization

P-6 MPa P~5 MPa P=4.2 MPa

r 0 O O O

Steam generator Core Collapsed First
dry out & PORVs uncovered liquid level accumulator

latched open (922 K) below core injection

Time 75 min. 127 min. 132 min. 138 min.

RCS coolant 0 63 % 72 % 75 %mass lost

Subcooling* ~ -45 K 0 0 0

L II

J,

Late Depressurization

P-16 MPa P~15 MPa P=4.2 MPa

0 0 0 0
Steam generator Coreuncovered Collapsed First

dry out & PORVslatched liquid level accumulator
open (922K) below core injection

Time 75 min. 192 min. 199 min. 218 min.

RCS coola:,t 0 59 % 72 % 88 %
mass lost

Subcooling* --45 K -3.6 K 0 0

* Cold leg fluid minus saturation temperature N90 0070

Figure 19. Early and late depressurizationphenomenologicalsequences.
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adding to the inventory. The early depressu- temperrma_ enough to terminate cladding oxida-
rizatioa flow rate into the vessel on the first lion as illustrated by the termination of hydrogen
injection cycle is less than one-third the flow generation in Figure 26. The results show that
rate calculated for late depressurization (see once cooling is established, hydrogen generation
Figures 21 and 22). is terminated until the accumulators am emptied.

Because little hydrogen is generated during accu-
Figure 23 illustrates a compafi.,mnbetween the muiator injection, back flow of hydrogen from

calculated cladding temperatures at the top of the the upper plenum to the cold leg is not significant
core for early and late depressurization. During and condensation in the cold leg is not affected
early depressurization, the accumulator injection during the period of accumulator injection.
does not terminate cladding heatup until com-
plete oxidation of the cladding at the 3.5-m node The effects of the hydrogen generation on con-
has taken piace. During late depressurization, the tainment response during both the late and early
accumulator inflow is calculated to be sufficient depressurization strategies were evaluated based
to control cladding temperatures to <2000 K on the results of the MELCOR calculation. The
(3140°F) at the 3.5-m node until the accumu- MELCOR model was comprised of sixteen con-
lators arc emptied. Once the accumulators are trol volumes that represent the compartments
emptied, the temperature excursion is restarted within the containment, The amount of hydrogen
for both early and late depressurization, entering the containment, through the pressurizer

surge tank, was based on the SCDAP/RELAP5
The inflow on the first accumulator injection calculation of the hydrogen mass exiting the RCS

cycle for the early depressurization strategy is through the PORVs. Dispersion of hydrogen from
insufficient to provide more than momentary the pressurizer surge tank to the remainder of the

cooling to the core (Figure 23). Thus, for early containment was calculated using the hydrogen
depressurization, hydrogen is generated during dispersion models within the MELCOR code.
accumulator injection as a result of cladding oxi- The results of the calculations show that for both
dadon (see Figure 24). This hydrogen generation early and late depressurization, no hydrogen dot-
effects the system thermal-hydraulic response, onations or deflagrations were predic',ed and the
The most significant effect is on the sys,em pres- pressure remained within the design pressure lim-
sure because large amounts of energy are released its of the contaimnent.
during cladding oxidation and the volume of the

hydrogen generated is relatively large. In addi- Because there is minimal oxidation of the
don, during this time pealed, there would be flow cladding prior to emptying the accumulators for
from the upper plenum to the cold leg via a '._ak- the late depressurization calculation, the fluid
age path from the upper plenum to the down- (primarily steam and hydrogen) exiting the core
comer thereby transporting hydrogen tothecold is at a relatively low temperature. Com_uently,
leg. By 150 rain, the ratio of the hydrogen partial the structures along the flow path to the PORVs
pressure and the steam partial pressure exceeds remah'l at relatively low temperatures, including
50% (see Figure 25). The combination of the the pressurizer surge line (see Figure 27). The
hydn:)gen with the steam in the cold le_;affects the volume average surge line metal temperature is
condensation rates in the cold leg, which estimated to be <900 K (I160°F) until the accu-
influencestheaccumulatorinjectionratetogether mulatorsareempty.Basedon themodelsusedin
with the RCS pressure. SCDAP/RELAP5, thesetemperaturesaretoolow

tocausecreeprupturepriortoemptyingofthe
The initial im_ow from the accumulator calcu- accumulators. After the accumulators are empty,

fated tbr late dep_ssurization provides sufficient the pressure difference betw"_n the RCS and con-

tiquid to significantly cool the core and the sec- tainment is relatively small; it is expected that the
ond cycle of the accumulator reduces the core surge line is more likely to f_il by melting.
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Figure 21. Cold leg mass flow rates calculated for late depressurizationduring first accumulator
injection.
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Figure 23. Comparisonof early andlate depressurizationcladdingtemperaturescalculatedat 3.5 m.
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Figure 24. Total hydrogen generated compared to accumulator volume for early depressurization.
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Figure 25. Hydrogenpartial pressurein coldlog after first accumulatorinjectioncalculatedfor early
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Figure 26. Total hydrogen generated compared to accumulator volume for late depressurization.
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Figure 27. Surge line averagemehaltemperaturescalculatedfor late depresmuization.

Calculationsto determinepressureattie time sequence at Surry to study hot leg counter-
of lower head failure were not made for late current and in-vessel natural circulation by
depsessufiz_on. The late depresmuizafionanal- Bayless 5 provides a means of comparing the
ysis was terminated at approximately420 min. re_ts of earlyandlatedepressurizationwiththe
The results were, at thatpoint, closely following resultsof no-operaWraction.Bayless performed
the early_ calctflafions;a similar _vity studies over a wide rangeof parame-
tempermucexcursion,aprogression towardcore tersthatcontrolenergytransportwithin theRCS.
melting, and RCS pressure slowly decreasing
toward containment pressure. Based on these Comparisonof the pressuresfor the three cal-
similarities, it is estimated flint the code would culations--early depressurization,late depres-
predict a similarRCS pressure response as oc- surization,andno operatoraction--are shown in
curred for theearlydepressurizationcalculation, Figure28. The resultsshow that",dithree calcu-
only delayed in lime.Hence, depressurizationof lations provide some means for accomplishing
the RCS to a value near containmem pressure, depressurization.For the no actioncalculation,
priorto breachof theRPV,is expected, core damage is predicted to begin at about the

same time as the late depressurizationstrategy.
3.1.3 Comparison of Depressurlza!tlon The system is predictedto de.pressurizeat about
Strategies and No Operator Action. A 246rain forths no actioncase asa resultof surge
SCDAP/RELAP5 analysis of the TMLB' linc failure. The pressure responses for the
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Figure 28, Calculated RCS pressure for various depressurization strategies.

three cases show that the pressure can be reduced successfully implement recovery actions. Be-
to levels that would have ahigh likelihood of mit- cause success for the no action case relies on an
igating the effects of DCH. RCS pressure boundary failure, there may be

some uncertainty in the likelihood of depressuri-

Results presented in the previous subsections zation. A probabilistic assessment of depressuri-
indicate that early depressurization culminates in zation is currentlybeing conducted bythe NRC to
anearly initiation of core damage. In comparison, reduce this uncertainty.
late depressurization delays the time to core
damageandallowsmoretimefor theoperatorsto 3.2 PORV Capabilities and
recover either ac power or auxiliary feedwater, Limitstions
or to find an emergency source of feedwater.
Therefore, from a phenomenological standpoint, Reliable operation of the PORV under severe
late depressurization is subjectively a better accidentconditions must be possible for extended
strategy than early depressurization. Although periods of time to ensure that early and late
late depressurization does not delay core heatup depressurization strategies described in the
relative to no action (the sequences are the same previous section are successful. A limited evalu-
until the core has uncovered), it does initiate ation of potential failure mechanisms for relief
accumulator injection that delays substantial through the PORVs was conducted to answer the
melting and relocation of the cladding and fuel. following questions:
Thus, there is no increase or decrease in the core

damage frequency associated with late depressu- • What is the potential for the PORVs to
rization. The delay in fuel rod relocation should fail as a result of high temperatures
allow additional time for plant personnel to that the valves are exposed to?
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* Can the valves be initially opened and with an opening pressure of 16.1 MPa (2335 psig)
maintained in an open position for the and a nominal flow capacity of 45 kg/s
time required to accomplish intention- (179,000 lb/h) of saturated steam each. They
al depressurization? are spring-closed, air-operated and utilize

dc-powered solenoids. 16Figure 29 shows a
, Will the block valves be in the open schematic drawing of a PORV typical of those

position to enable sufficient flow used at Surry.
through the PORVs?

Three-inch versions of the same valves were

The Surry RCS pressure relief system intor- tested for operability and flow in a test program
porates two PORVs and three code safety relief conducted by EPRI 17to respond to NRC recom-
valves (SRVs). The PORVs provide pressure mendations documented in Section 2.1.2 of

relief at a setpoint below the SRVs. Ali of these "Performance Testing on BWR and PWR Safety
valves discharge into the pressurizer relief tank and Relief Valves, ''18 and as clarified in

(PRT) and, upon rupture of the PRT burst Item lI.D.1.A.19Testing was conducted over a

diaphragm, into the containment. The PORVs are wide range of fluid conditions for expected nor-
Copes-Vulcan Model D--100--160 air--operated real and accident operation. Valve performance
globe valves, 2 in. NPS, 17-4PH plug and cage, was satisfactory except for (a) some failures to

Operator assembly __

Spring -__ _",l_" ' dJ /

" , -

41 1/2 in.

Packing gland _ ,1,.,

Packingring _ _l_

Bonnet _ Cage spacerGasket

I Plug

Valve body _ _ " I Cage

Flow-- _k' ]_

--- -- 17 1/4 in, --

0-0502

Figure 29. Schematic drawing of a valve typical of the Sun)' PORVs.
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fully close were observed after several cycles low [substantially <900 K (l160°F)] and the
when flowing steam, due to galling of the cage pressure at the valve would also be low. The high-
and plug guiding surfaces (the valve always er fluid temperatures for early depressurization,
closed to within 13% of fully--closed position), which occur early in the sequence could increase
and (b) some partial washing out of the cage- the likelihood of these components failing, but is
to--bodygasket when water was used in the test- expected to remain small.
ing. These tests were conducted with the fluid at
saturation temperature. Figure 30 shows that the Among high--temperaturefailures that prevent
calculated fluid temperature at the outlet of the the PORV from opening or stayingopen, the most
pressurizer greatly exceeds the saturationtemper- credible scenario is the thermal distortion of the
ature. Fluid temperatures at the valves would be valve backseat causing leakage. Leakage could
about 55 K (100°1z) less than these temperatures result in packing failure and the venting of hot
because of heat transfer to the piping leading to gases upward, causing the valve's pneumatic op-
the PORVs. An estimate of the fluid temperatures erator to fail. The operator components most like-
up to the time of vessel failure was made for the ly to fail would be the diaphragm or the electrical
late depressurization strategy and is documented control solenoids. Because this valve fails to the
in Appendix E These results show that the fluid closed position with spring pressure, the valve
temperature at the PORVs for late depressuriza- might go to the shut position if the actuator fails.
tion does not exceed 900 K (1160°F). Tem- Although the t_mperature of the fluid passing
peratures in the piping and valve material would through the valve exceeds the design tempera-
lag these temperatures significantly, although ture, the valve packing would have a temperature
detailed heat transfer calculations for the valve capability of between 700 and 838 K (800 and
body were not performed, The calculated fluid 1050°F) depending on the gasket material.
temperatures are substanti',dly above the valve Because the pressure is relatively low compared
design temperature [616 K (650°F)]. to the design pressure of the gasket and since the

gasket material would not be expected to fail

Potential high-temperature failure modes with rapidly compared to the time frame ofthe high
the valve in the open position were examined and temperatures, it would be highly unlikely thatgases from the valve would leak in sufficient
included: seizure of the valve in the position due quantity and at high enough velocities to cause
to uneven expansion between the stem and body, the air actuator to fail. These results would be
failure of the bonnet nuts or bolts due to thermal
stresses, failure of the valve body due to thermal/ specific to the Surry valve for the TMLB'sequence. Specific analysis for other conditions
pressure stresses, and significant erosion or or for other plant configurations, and valve types
deformation of the valve seat or the plug assem- would be necessary to expand these results.
bly.A valve stem-to--disk separation could cause

the plug to drop; however, any significant pres- The air supply to the valve operator is from the
sure upstream of the valve would likely prevent containment instrument air system, wilh a backup
the plug from fully seating. Further, because the system to assure operability in the event of a loss
valve plug is caged, it is unlikely that the plug of the primary air supply and/or a loss of offsite
could escape to cause an obstruction in the down- power. Four high-pressure air bottles are pro-
stream piping. Failure of the valve in the open vided for each valve, with each bottle capable of
position and erosion to the valve seat would not 31 cycles. A continual supply of air is necessary
be significant problems for intentional depressu- to hold the valve in the open position.
rization since reclosing the valve would only be
necessary if other methods of mitigating the acci- As shown in Figure 18, the late depressuriza-
dent sequence became available. Failure of the tion of a TMLB' sequence involves an extended
valve bonnet nuts and bolts and the valve body period prior to the depressurization in which RCS
would be unlikely for the late depressurization overpressure is controlled by the PORVs through
strategy because the metal temperatures would be cycling at their normal setpoints. Exhaustion of
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Figure 30. Vapor temperature at PORV in]eL

thebackupairsupplycouldoccurduringthis forthe7hoursnecessarytocompletedepressuri-
periodbecausethesevalvescyclenumerous zation.ForSurry,batterylifeduringastation
times, Although the number of calculated cycles blackout should be at)out 4 hours.6 Additional
appears to be smaller than the capability of the battery capacity or a reliablemeans of charging
existingairbottles,maintainingthePORVs ina thebatteriesmayberequiredtoallowthePORVs
latched position would allow additional leakage to remain open.
of air and detailed calculations would be neces-
sary to evaluate the possible need for additional The final equipment consideration concerns
air bottles. An alternative to additional air bottles the PORV block valves. Experienceat the Surry
is that the operator control RCS pressure by a plant led to use ofdraR NUREG 1150analysis of
series of shallow depressurizations, which would a probability of 0.30 per demand that a PORV
involve fewer valve opening-closing cycles. The block valve is closed due to a leaking PORV.The
operator control strategy is less desirable because PORV block valves are motor-operated and
of high demands for operator action during this require ae motive and control power from the ac
period, emergency power buses. In a TMLB' sequence,

the block valves are therefore inoperable, leading
to a 0.30 probability that one PORV is unavail-

Power from a dc source must be available to able. Depressurization with one PORV was not
actuate solenoids that control the air needed to evaluated in the previous analysis, but themount
open the PORVs and to maintain them in an open of core damage would definitely be greater prior
position. For strategies analyzed for the TMLB' to accumulator injection if only one PORV was
sequence, battery power must be available at the available. The effect of only one PORV would
time the decision is made to open the PORVs and need to be evaluated on a plant specific basis.
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Equipmentmodifications to reduce PORVleak- and return to a previous step in this same pro-
age and/orimprovePORVblock valve availabil- cedure. Because the conditions for exiting this
ity may be warranted in order to improve the loop are not met for the TMLB' sequence, the
likelihoodof successful depressurization, functional restoration procedure that initiates

RCS depressurizationusing the PORV is never

3.3 Assessment of Operational entered.As a result, a detailed HRAbased on the
Performance procedures was not possible. However, sensitiv-

ity calculations on human reliability were per-
formed to compensate for the lack of procedural

A human factors assessment of the capability detail and are documented in Section 3.3.2. An
of the operators to successfully initiate depressu- assessment of Seabrook EOPs for a TMLB'
rization at the Surry plant was performed. This sequence2°also identified this loop and proposed
assessment was limited in its scope because procedural modifications that would direct
during a TMLB' sequence, the current Surry depressurization through the FRPs.
Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs) do not
containspecificinstructionsto enter theFunc- 3.3.1 Factors That Can Affect Operator
tional Restoration Procedure (FRP) that initiates Performance. Several important factors that
depressurization using the PORVs. This lack of could affect operator performance for intentional
specific procedural instructions restricted the depressurization using the PORVs were identi-
types and amount of data that were available for fled and evaluated. These factors include the

conducting a detailed human reliability analysis capability of the plant personnel to use plant
(HRA) for intentional depressurization. The instrumentation to recognize that a depressuriza-
intent of the operational performanceassessment tion strategy should be implemented and the
was to provide answers for the following capability to initiate action based on the time
questions: available.

For the early depressurization strategy, the• Does depressurization compete with
other actions for the operators criteria for initiating depressurization would be
attention? based on parameters indicating steam generator

dryout. Current steam generator instrumentation
appears to be adequate for the operators to follow

• ts the information available to the ep- procedures and determine that depressurization
erator at the decision point adequate? should be initiated. Because steam generator dry-

out will occur relatively early in the sequence,
• What is the probability that the ep- initiation of depressurization will restrict the

erator will successfully execute the amount of time available for recovery of ac pew-
depressurization? er and other vital systems. Earlydepressurization

may cause plant personnel to make an early
A review of the SurryEOPswas performedto decision to abandonothersuccess pathsdueto the

evaluate their applicability for depressurization commitment of personnel resources to depres-
during the TMLB' sequence.This review,docu- surizafion. Although the time available for
mented in Appendix G, indicated that current diagnosingthe need for action and attemptingto
EOPs contain a loop that is unique to a station recover resourceswouldbe limited, early depres-
blackoutsequence witha coincident loss of auxil- surizationwouldprovidean extendedperiodover
iary feedwater (TMLB'). When executing the which implementation actions could be taken,
EOPs, the operations personnel encountera step which would increase the likelihood of success-

directing them to check whether ac power has fully carrying out these actions. If an early
been restored. Finding these conditionshave not depressurizationstrategy was chosen, modiflca-
been met, the operators are directed to control tions to both procedures and training would be
RCS conditions, check the status of local actions, necessary to ensure that there would be a high
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likelihood of initiating early depressurization performing sensitivity studies. Modeling the
because existing SurryEOPs (a) do not provide operator actions for this sequence for the HRA
guidance to dcpressurize for the TMLB' assumedthatoperatorswouldwait aslong aspos-
sequence, and (b) emphasize establishing a sible toperformRCSdepressurization.Assuming
makeup or feed path before opening the PORVs the Functional Restoration Procedures are
orother RCSbleed paths, entered fromtheEOPs,thecriticalactionsidenti-

fied in Functional RestorationProcedureC.1 are

Plant personnel would implement the late to open both PORVsand the reactorvessel head
depressurization strategyusing the same actions vent.These actions can be accomplishedfromthe
as early depressurization except the initiation control room, ,andadequate instrumentation is
condition is based on the core exit thermo- providedto assistoperatorsin verifying that their

cougfles,which must exceed 922 K (1200°F). The actions areaccomplished.
currentlyinstalled instrumentationis judged to be
adequate to provide the informationnecessary to The Accident Sequence Evaluation Program
make this decision. This strategywould provide (ASEP) HRA Procedure21was selected as the
the Ol_rating crew with an extended amount of method to be used in performing the HRA for the
time for recovery of feedwater and an ac power important operator tasks. This method was
source, lt is also the most compatible with the chosen because the existing procedures did not
present EOPs and the training background of the specifically implement intentional depressurlza-
plant personnel. Because the core has reached tion strategies for the TMLB' sequence so there

was not sufficient information to support therelatively high-temperature conditiom, the crew
would likely be prepared to acknowledge that the application of more detailed HRA methods.

remaining inventory in the RCS would not The ASEP HRA method separates a task as a
provide effective heat removal and thus be more function of two activities: diagnosis and action.
willing to take actions to depressurizeto initiate Diagnosis refers to the detection and recognitionaccumulator flow and to minimize later chal-
lenges to the containment, of an abnormal event and includes interpretation,

decision--making, and identification of systems
or components whose status can be changed to

By waiting until high-temperature core con- reduce or eliminate the problem. Action refers to
ditions have been reached, however, the time carrying out one or more activities indicated by
available for the operator to perform the critical the diagnosis, operating rules, or written or mere-
actions to accomplish RCS depressurization is orized procedures. Both def'mitiom are based on
diminished. Consequently, errors and recovery the ASEP HRA definition of technical terms.
from error states will have a greater impact onthe
success of operator attempts to depressurize than Table 3 summarizes the nominal HRA infer-
for the early depressurization strategy. This marion obtained by using the postaeeident tables
reduced time available for action is reflected in in ASEP and applying them to the operator task
the results of the HRA discussed in the following of depressudzing the RCS. Because the current
section, procedures do not implement depressurization

for the TMLB' sequence, it was not possible to
3.3.2 Human Reliability Analysis. Although determine,with ahighdegreeof confidence,the
the current Surry EOPs do not include specific time it will take for the operator to reach the
actions to intentionally depressurize the RCS dur- procedural steps where it will be necessary to
ing aTMLB' sequence, an assessment of the like- diagnose the need to perform RCS depressuriza-
lihood that the plant personnel could depressurize tion. Consequently, a set of sensitivity ealcu-
was accomplished by making assumptions lations were performedassuming times of 5, 10,
regarding the actions that would be taken and by and 20 rain were available for diagnosis.
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Table 3. ASEP nominalHEPsfor operatoractionsto depressurizetheRCS
-- lllll i ii i .li I

Time Median
Available
(min) for Diagnosis Action Recovery Failure
Diagnosis HEP I-IEP Factor ProbabilityLCBa UCB b

5 0.5 0.05 0.5 0.54 0.506 0.642

I0 0.1 0.05 0.5 0.16 0.113 0.36

20 0.01 0.05 0.5 0.08 0.025 0.297

a. Failureprobabilitylowerconfidencebound.

b. Failureprobabilityupperconfidencebound.
..... _ i iii i i I II

In Table 3, the human error probabilities actionHEPs of 0.0l and0.25 were used in calcu-
(HEPs) for diagnosis vary by one and one--half lating, respectively, the lower and upper con-
orders of magnitude for a difference of 15 mi a- fidenee bounds for the failure probability. Error
utes in the time available for diagnosis, factors were not applied to the diagnosis HEPs

because there was not sufficienttransient specific
The nominal aerl.onHEP for this sequence was information available (for example, tabletop

taken from Table 8-5 of ASEP (Assessment of discussions or simulator based information) to
Nominal HEPs for Postaccident, Post-Diagnosis adequately determine the error factor valves.
Action) and corresponds to a step--by-step task
done under extremely high stress. This level of The strong inverse relationship between the
stress in the ASEP method is assessed for situ- median failure probabilities and the time avail-
ations in which more than two primary safety able for diagnosis---the less time available, the
systems fail to function. The action HEP used in higher the probability of failurv---indicates that
this analysis encompasses ali three operator the setpoints for initiating RCS depressurization
actions necessary to depressurize the RCS: open must be clearly established to avoid any possible
two PORVs and open the reactor vessel l,.eadvent confusion with other conditions and provide the
valve. The recovery factor of 0.5 gives credit for operating crew with a sufficiently large time win-
recovery by other control room personnel if the dow to reliably accommodate beth diagnosis and
personnel that are responsible for opening these action.
valves fails to do so properly.

In terms of the strategies for depressurization,
The median failure probabilities that are pres- without special cautions in the procedures, it is

ented in Table3 represent a failure of the operator more likely that early depressurizationwould be
to depressurize the RCS when given a specified successful because the time available for diag-
amount of time to diagnose the need to perform nosis appears adequate and the time for action is
the critical tasks. Upper confidence bounds relatively long. This is not to say that the operat-
(UCBs) and lower confidence bounds (LCBs) ing crew could not anticipate the need for RCS
were also calculated for the failure probabilities, depressurization (if so trained) once indications
The ASEP procedure assigns an e,rror factor of 5, of core uncovery were received for the late
for the action I-lEP,to be used _n determining depressurization strategy. However, the current
UCBs and LCBs. Based on this error factor, approach in the EOPs (assuming a transition to
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the steps in FRP C. 1, which contain the critical Hardware parameters that were considered to
tasks) would not tell the operators that they be important influences on intentional depressu-
should be prepared to perform depressurization rizatton include the following: (a) PORV charac-
until the setpolnt (based on high core tempera- teristtcs, (b) pressurizer, surge line, and relief
ture) has been reached. In the interest of reducing valve piping characteristics, (c) plant support
the possible complications that a diagnostic error system capabilities, (d) accumulator setpotnts,
would add for late depressurization, it would be and (e) containment response, lt is recognized
advisable to provide cautions sufficiently early in that other plant characteristics such as steam gen-
the procedures that the operators would be pre- er_tor type and core characteristics (.control rod
pared to initiate RCS depressurization as ,soonas material, power profile, etc,) may each influence
the specified high temperature setpoint was depressurization, but these influences were
reached, judged to be smaller than those listed above. The

following sections provide a brief discussion of
3.4 Extension of Results to thepotential effect of each of these parameters on

Other Plants depressurization at plants other than Surry.

3.4.1 PORV Characteristics. The flow capac-
Sectiom 3.1 through 3.3 provide results from ity of the PORVs would have a majoreffect on the

an analysis of intentional depressurization of the capability of a PWR to intentionally depressurize.
Surry Plant during a TMLB' sequence. These re- Scaling studies tbr small break loss-of--coolant
suits are specific to Surry and their extrapolation accident experiments have shown that power or
to other plants must be considered carefully. A volume scaling would be appropriate to preserve
detailed evaluation of the applicability of the the timing of the depressurization when scaling
results to other plants was not within the scope of PORV sizes between PWRs. The equation for
this program. However, a preliminary assessment power scaling PORV flows from Surry to other
has been performed to provide insight as to the PWRs could then be written:
possible behavior of other plants under similar

transients and initial conditions. The following ms Ps

section discusses where extrapolation of the m"'_"= P'_" (1)
results may be appropriate and where additional

work would be necessary to provide improved where
information on other plants,

m = the mass flow rate of the fluid
Plant differences that could strongly influence through the PORV

the success of intentional depressurization would

be associated with the plant hardware or with the P = plant thermal power
plant operations. Although the effect of plant

operations can be very important, this effect was S = Surry
not evaluated because detailed procedures were
not available for a reasonable cross-section of p = other PWRs.
plants and discussions with the operations staff to
evaluate their use of procedures was beyond the A similar equation could be written for volume
scope of this program, lt is known that many of scaling with the ratio of system volumes replace.
the plants designed by Westinghouse would be ing the power ratio. Information on the PORV
expected to have procedures with a structure sire- capacities, power, andvolumes were collected for
ilar to the Surry procedures. It is also recognized about 25 PWRs. The results are easily visualized
that procedural changes could be made to ensure if the relief capacity of each plant is plotted as a
the success of intentional depressurization if function of power and an equivalent Surry relief
plant specific analyses indicated that current valve size is plotted as a line that represents the
procedures were not adequate, relief valve capacity that wouldbe sealedto Surry
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P_: _ _ the:POtP,V may alsoI_ve m tuflucnce

__ _; PORV/ elcctdcatly_-olper_.d pilo_ valve to exl_se an
v,h_::trea(_'le a_), m theRCS

S = S_, _ w_ich_y dx4wcst_; vak,_eopen.
_._ oflJ_ePO_Vsare_ iooded,some

P = _ _ po_er PORVde'_gns_y o_y emtl_ _ _ m
oven:nine the _ fun:c le _ the valve and
_ held R_ ff It_ l_'ssurc in the s_m f_ls
beto_ a _ vttue, the:for_ on the:pistonnuty

s_su_ i_._: 3,t. A _ _r_ w_ tag- nec be:s:ufficiently t_gc, andin some valve:

T_e 4 [i.s_;_._ pi_ _bb_v4_io_,s:inthese C1os'mgof _e; PORV at an eoLevated pressure
_ _.. wou_d_tely resultm a l_antres_se than

w_ _e_n_ than_c_'_l for Su=ny.However,

__: p_e_ m F:_.uses.3.t_ 32: bcc:ausca d_ein13__ wouldbees4x_edle
p_,_v.,_¢_ _c',_.o_o_f_ expec_e_ ::._ or" _opcn _¢ PORV,_s feature may not si_-

c-ah:._e,_f_-S_:, __g _uiv_em _ _,triZe._th¢_"dC_on was_successfid
s_ __'_.: _ oper_. In.ares:R_a are. wouldoepe_,onthe.nutgnitu_,ofthe_
_: _ _/_ orVolumedS_ _ _ thePORV te_ Thisv_h_ewouldbe

_y,_ _: I_wo_:d,th_rdorcbeez- _ f_ plan_,wi_ this.typev_I'v_.

o_a.__ _,_s_ _,_ero_r__ _ wceld 3.4.2 Pmssudzer, Su_ _, and.l:lel_
s_g.mf_c_y_t'_,,:_p_t behavior dung a Valve Plple_O_ Thegeomeu'y

c'_z_a_ re_,_s _y o_ PORV c'._:u_ty cotnpo,nen_=xxlcoukltherefor:affecttheflow
foeo_ p_,, _ i,s_, w_y_._ode_xmi_,the ou_th_PORVs:.h is:expe_aedth_d_cg_cesha
eff_of.___, PORVs_e_ _ c__, t_ _ cumpot_ms_uld nm be suffidemly
_c_,__iy: d___ p_o_ r.c_v_ t'ail:_l,'_ that r.he_;ucce_sof depressuriz_on would be
T_e._re. uoc_c1_io_:_fo,r _e s:uccess o.f sign_'.camfly_ffercnt betw_npl_nmHowever,
___ c_._ _h_ f__t.b_ lie the,;_moumo_'insulation oa tl_se com_
_ _b:_ _l F_ 3_ _¢ 3_. l_ w_ be particut',uiy _hesurge Iin_, may expcc_ to hare
exlx_'t__ _ __ of _'__ _, some in_em,eon_ pmgres,_onofa TMLB'
_u_tm _:_: fo_ l_:,_ thai:_._'_ gre:_,,_ s_qucn_ when com_ to Surry:.If the surge
_e _e3_:w_ _, Lt_ _.a_mlido_ ate line w_ no__ed it c_uldexp_'ttofailata

_ _,: k h _,¢_ _ no_ tl_ t_ much ta_t time than theca1_uJadov_predict :tbr
ma_' o__ p_ _ t'_ below _ i_ tend b'un_,:Although_ _ t'_urew_ant_ relied

Wes_._,_ __ _, rb)Ct_m_,ttion su_x'e_,theSurryre_ tnd_%",Uethat_ is
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Tablo 4. KeytoabbreviatiomforFigures31and32
I -- iii I _

Abbreviation Plant Name

ANOI Arkansas Nuclear One Unit I
ANO2 ArkansasNuclear One Unit 2
BRA Braidwood Unit 1

BV1 Beaver Valley Unit 1
BYR ByronUnitI

CCI,2 CalvertCliffsUnitsI,2
Cookl DonaldC.Cook UnitI
Cook2 DonaldC.Cook Unit2

CPI,2 ComanchePeakUnits1,2
DB Davis-Besse

FAR JosephM. FarleyUnitI
FrC Fort Calhoun

GIN Ro_rt E.Ginna
HN Haddam Neck

KEW Kewaunee

MIL2 MillstoneUnit2
MIL3 Millstone Unit 3
MY Maine Yankee
OCO 1,2,3 OconeeUnits1,2,3
PAL Palisades

PBI ,2 PointBeachUnits1,2
Pl 1,2 PrairieIsland UnitsI, 2
PV 1,2,3 PaloVerdeUnits1,2,3
ROB H.B. RobinsonUnit2
SALEM I SalemUnit I

SEA Seabrook
SH Sharon Harris
SOl San OnofreUnit 1
SO2 San OnofreUnit2
SO3 SanOnofreUnit 3

StL1,2 St.LucieUnits1,2
SUM VirgilC.Summer
TMI-I ThreeMileIsland Unit I

TP3,4 TurkeyPoint Units 3,4
TRO 11rojan

WAT Waterford Unit 3

7_,11,2 ZionUnits 1,2
........ _ iii , iiii i i i i
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a high likrJiheod tlm the surge line will fail prior be necessary to ensure success for the late
Io fMlure of the lower hem£ Similarly, if the line de_ case during a "rMLB' sequence.
leading from the _ m the PORVs was
na insulated,thetemperatureof mefluidreach- 3.4.4 Am:umulator5etl_nt. InSection3.1,
ing the PORVs would be lower tlmu _cted for accumulator injection was shown to have an
Sun_ and me potmaial for failure of these valves important influence on both the early and late
mum be decn_sed. _ sequences. However, if the pres-

sure at which the accumulators inject was lower

a.4.3 ptsm suppm_ b_/smm Capa_gUes. than4.14MPa(6OOpsi),as it is in somePWRs,
The capability of the plant support systems W differences in plant response could be significant.
provide _ _ m the PORVs would For example, late dewessu_aXice in a PWR with
be Idgldy depemle_ ce the valve type and the de- an accumulator injection pressure of 1.38 MPa
sign of the plant systems. Air--ac4uated valves (200 psi) would be expected to result in more

similar to those used in Surry require both extensive core damage because core tempera-
dc powerand airto maimaJuthe valve in the rares would be in a range whr_ injection could
open position. More than half of the operating r_alt in increased oxidation and higher energy
PWRs use these type valves. The remainderof gew.mice ratesratherthanthecorecoolingthat
the PORVs currently in place use a pilot valve occuxred in me Surry calculation.

thatrequiresdcpower,orin afewcasesacpower, 3.4,5 Containment Type. Surry has a sub-
to ofx_ which allows the system pressure to act atmospheric containment with a relatively large
over an area and open the PORV. volume. Other conlainmem designs, particularly

those with smaller volumes and with other fea-

During a TMI_' sequence, haUeries for most rares, such as ice beds, may be sufficiently differ-
PWRs are generally available for at least ent that the response calculated for Surrywould
four hours with some plma having battery power not be typical. For example, other containment
for _ eight hours. In most plants, this avail- designs may cause the hydrogen conc,e_'_ons
ability time is sboner than is needed to ensure the to reach higher levels and may be less robust if
success of ime,ntionM depressurization. Con- the hydrogen coacenlra_ons teach levels where
seqeemly,additionalloadstgddingorme useof detomtionsordeflagrationsoccur.Thist.ehavior
altenme equipment,suchas dedicatedbatteries wouldbe im_ forIiantsconsideringinten-
or ponal/e tmaery clwagers, may be needed, tional depn:ssufizafion because the Surry calcu-

latice indicated large quantities of hydrogen were
released from the RCS. These containment

Air _ capat_ of opening the PORVs for types may require additional equipment that is
a limited tanntwa of cycles during a TMLB' se- capable of recombining hydrogen over a time

are gemndly available for air_ frame that will prevent cmaaimnent failure. An
PORVs. However, the _ties of plain specific evalumice is currenlly being co_lucted to deter-
air supplies for PWRs other than Surry were mine the reslxmse of ice condenser ccetainmerUs
not detemfined. Ifthe size ofthe Surrybottled air for hydrogen concentrations typical of those
supply is typical, additional capacity would calculated for Surry.
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4. CORE RECOVERY USING AUXILIARY FEEDWATER

Deprecsudzafion may not be necessary if feed- surization. However, it has not been demon-
water is restored at some time after steam genera- strafed that recovery of feodwaeer prior to the
tor dryout but before vessel failure. Addition of fiime that de_on was initiated would be
feedwater prior to significant mass depletion in effective in halting the wogle_on of core dam-
the RCS may provide sufficient cooling to avoid age. C_meque, ntly, an evaluation of the effective-
significant core damage. The following two alter- heSS of feedwater addition during the TMLB'
natives must be weighed: sequem:e was made together with an evaluation

of the likelihood that epemtiom permH_ could
1. Initiate depressurization procedures supply feedwater from a source other than auxil-

early (soon after secondary system iary feedwatec
dryout occurs).

4,1 Effectiveness of Feedwater
By initiating depressurization pro- Addition
cedures early, the time available to
depressurize prior to vessel failure In order to assess the capaidh'ty of feedwater
would be maximized, liowever, early added late in a TMLB' sequonce to Ixcvem a core
depressurization of the primary sys- temperature excursion at different recovery
tem might mean that core damage is limes, two calctdalkms were performed aMmgthe
unavoidable, even if feedwater is later RELAP5 computer code. The RELAP5 plant
restored. Tha_is, if sufficient mass has model used for this calculation is described in

already been lost from the primary Reference 6. Feedwater was assumed to be re-
system when auxiliary feedwater is stored in these calculations at two limes between
restored, it may be impossible to keep secondary dryout and core melting. After feed-
the core cooL water was assumed to be recovered, the flow rate

was comJroHcdsothat the mcam generatorsoc-

2. Wait to start depressurization pro- ondary was filled to, and maintained at a level to
cedures until after tic latest lime that cover the steam generator tubes. A maximum
initiation of feedwater would be feedwater flow that conespezds to the flow rate

successful in preve,ming core beamp, of tlm to_ ddvon auxiliary feedwater pump
[44 L/s (700 gpm)] was used. 22 The assumed

By waiting to initiate depressurization recovery times for the feedwater were based on
procedures, more time is available to core exit thermocouple indications. In the first
regain offsite or onsite power or to re- calculation, the feedwater was initialed when the
store operation of the turbine driven upper plenum vapor temperature exceeded the
auxiliary feedwater pump or to saturation temperature by 3 K (5°_. This devi-
provide feedwater using alternate ation from saturation temperature would indicate
sources, for example the firewater sys- the onset time of core beatup, in the second cMcu-
terns. However, there is the possibility lation, feedwater was initiated when the upper
that, if depressurization is delayed and plenum vapor temperature reached 810 K

feedwater is not restored quickly, it (1000°F). in the RFJJd_ calculation, lhc upper
will be too late to depressurize the plenum vapor temperature co_ aplm3xi-
reactor beforevessel failure, mately to the average core exit thermocouple

reading. However, the maximum core exit

The results of Section 3 indicate that depres- thermocouple reading would actually be higher
surization can be delayed until late in the WdJ_ient than 810 K (IO00°F) fortwo reasons.First,the
from the standpoint of the phenomena and the RELAP5 core was modeled as a single channel
operations associaW,.dwith initiating the depres- with core-zverage power and an average tmmup
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from the end of equilibrium cycle.That is, assem- primary system pressures decreased also, follow-
blics of different power and burnup were not ing the secondary system pressure decrease. At
accounted for. The maximum temperature above about 14,500 s (242 min) in calculation 1, the
these assemblies would be higher than 810 K pressures rose again because injection of auxil-
(1000°F). Second, although the core exit thermo- iary feedwater was stopped when the steam gen-
couple location is in the upper plenum volume of erator tubes were covered. Calculation 2 was
the RELAP5 model, this upper plenum tempera- terminated before the steam generator tubes were
ture corresponds to the vapor temperature at the covered. Therefore, a similar pressure increase
volume axial center, which is about 0.3 meter was not seen.
(1 ft) higher than the thermocouple location.
Therefore, tt is estimated that a hot channel tiler- Figure 34 represents the steam generator sec-
mocouple would read about 920 K (1200°F) ondary collapsed liquid level. Dryout of the see-
when the average upper plenum vapor tempera- ondaries was calculated at about 5000 s (84 rain)
ture is 810 K (1000°F). Table5 lists the feedwater and heat transfer from the primary to the second-
recovery time and the assumptions used in the ary system cea_seduntil feedwater was injected.
two calculations. Initially, the level did not increase because the

injected liquid boiled as heat was removed from
The primary and secondary system pressures the primary system. However, the level began to

for the two calculations are plotted in Figure 33. rise when the primary fluid hadbeen cooled to the
When auxiliary feedwater was initiated at about same temperature as the steam generator tubes
9700 s (162 rain) in calculation 1 and at about and condensation of primary system liquid
10,500 s (175 rain) in calculation 2, the primary ceased. Bythe termination ofthe calculations, the
system depressurized rapidly to about 8.0 MPa steam generator tubes were covered in calcu-
(1160 psi) as primary fluid condensed on the lation 1 and nearly covered in calculation 2.
inside of the steam generator tubes. The steam
generator fluid conditions indicate that the The effect of feedwater on the core canbe seen
injected water initially boiled on the secondary in Figures 35, 36, and 37. Figure 35 displays the
side. This boiling is evidenced by the secondary voidfractions at the top of the core. Boiling began
pressure fluctuation, which show that the second- in the core at about 7500 s (125 rain) in both cel-
ery PORVs were cycling. The depressurization culations when the saturation temperature was
rate slowed when the primary system saturation reached. The void fraction reached 1.0 in the up-
temperature was equal to the inside wall tempera- per part of the core at about 9500 s (158 rain).
ture of the tubes and condensation of primary When feedwater was injected, the core void frac-
fluid ceased. The secondary system pressures tions decreased to <25%. The additional liquid
then began to decrease because cold feedwater that reduced the void fraction came from several
was still being added to the secondary side. The sources as discussed later.

Table 5. Feedwater addition calculations

Calculation Feedwater Initiation Assumptions

1 Upper plenum vapor temperature Core heatup begins
exceeds saturation

2 Upper plenum vapor temperature Core exit thermocouples
of 810 K (1000°F) read 900 K (1200017)
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Figure 35. Comparison of void fraction at top of core for calculations 1 and 2.
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Figure 37. Comparisonof collapsedcoreliquidlevelforcalculations1 and2.

Thefuelrodswerecooledwhenfeedwaterwas The core liquid level, shownin Figure37,
injectedintothesteamgeneratorsecondarysys- decreasedslightlyin calculation1. However,in
tem.Thecladdingsurfacetemperaturesat thetop calculation2, theleveldecreasedtobelow0.5 m
of thecoreareplo_d inFigure36.Becausefeed- (1.6 ft), butwasquicklyrestoredaflcr auxiliary
waterw_sstartedat theonsetof claddingheatup feedwaterwasinitiated.Panof theadditionalliq-
in calculation 1, only a small temperature in- uid came from the pressurizer. The pressurizer
crease was calculated at this elevation. The core liquid level is plotted in Hgure 38. The injection
heatup had not yet begun at lower elevations, of auxiliary feedwater resulted in condensationof
However, in c',dculation2, the cladding surface steam in the primary system, and draining of liq-
temperature rose to about 920 K (1200°F) before uid from the pressurizer, and loops into the core.
feedwater was initiated. If the feedwater had not

been recoveredat that time, the cladding surface At about 13,500 s (225 min) in calculation 1,
temperature would soon have exceeded I000 K the accumulators began injecting when primary
(1340°F), a temperature at which some severe system pressures dropped below 4.24 MPa
accident codes begin calculating exothermic (615 psi). At the end of the calculation, about
cladding oxidation. If cladding temperatures had 90% of the original fluid volume remained in the
reached 1200 to 1300 K (1700 to 1880°F), the accumulators. Calculation 2 was terminated at r.

cladding may have ballooned, causing the core pressure of 4.68 MPa (680 psi)--before the pres-
geometry and heat transfer characteristics to sure reached the injection setpoint for the accu-
change. That is, at the heatup rate shown in Fig- mulators. If the pressure were to be reduced to the
ure 36, damage could occur within 600 to 1200s accumulator setpoint, accumulator injection
(10 to 20 rain) in the average fuel rod--and would help cover the core and keep the fuel rods
sooner in higher-powered rods. cool.
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Figure 38. Comparison of pressurizer liquid level forcalculations 1 and 2.

4.2 Operational Performance lineup to feed thesteamgenerators.Oneof the
for Feedwater Addition most likely alternate strategies during a TMLB'

sequence would be to use the diesel-driven fire
pumps to supply water to the steam generators.

Methods for restoring auxiliary and other

sources of feedwater are included in the EOPs An analysis was performed to estimate the
and in plant training programs. If electrical power HEPs for an alternate feedwater strategy at Surry
is restored prior to the initiation ofRCS depressu- that utilizes the diesel--driven fire pumps. Dis-
rization, there is a high likelihood that the steam cussions were held with Surry plant personnel to
generators will be available to remove energy obtain the information used in this analysis. At
from the RCS. However, for the TMLB' Surry,this strategy includesdispatching an auxil-
sequence, the electrically driven auxiliary feed- iary operator to a remote area of the plant where
water is unavailable and the turbine--drivenauxil- the operator would open three valves to provide
iary pumps are also assumed to become the proper lineup to the steam generator.The aux-
unavailable, for various reasons, as the sequence iliary operators who would perform this task at
progresses. If auxiliary feedwater is not recov- Surry are trained in the necessary tasks, but there
ered, altemate strategies for providing feedwater are no written procedures for them to refer to as
will be attempted. Implementation of these strate- they carry out the strategy.
gies would rely on the operating crew to deter-
mine what other water sources and motive forces The order in which the three valves aligning
may be available and to initiate actions necessary the firewater system to the steam generator must
to locate and actuatevalves to provide the correct be opened is unimportant at Surry,althoughthere
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are no annunciators or alarms to indicate an bility of failure is one. As developed, the HEP
incorrect lineup. Identification of the valves and provides a conservative upper bound on the fall-
access to them is facilitated, since ali three valves ure rate because there is insufficient detailed
are painted red (because they are part of the information about the activities performed out-
firewater system) and there are no locks on the side the control room, without a procedure,
valves (which could complicate operating them), annunciators, or a second person to verify correct
Plant personnel estimated that it would take be- performance.
tween 5 to 10 rain to reach the valves from the

control room, although the operators could dis- The second case evaluates the situationwhere
patch people to the area more rapidly using the the critical tasks are covered by procedures and
plant communication system. Because the emer- are therefore considered to be rule--basedactions.
gency diesel firewater pump is in the automatic Although the actionswould still occur outside the
mode in the event of a loss of site power (LOSP), control room, the effect of this separation was
the auxiliary operators would not have to ener- assumed to have a negligible effect for this case,
gize this pump. to facilitate an evaluation of the impact tha,_a set

Three cases were considered in a scoping eval- of proceduralized instructions has on the overall
uation of human error probabilities associated reliability. The HEP for this situation was based

on ASEP results. No recovery credit waswith using the diesel firewater pumps to feed the
assumed. The reduction in failure probabilitysteam generators. These cases are intended to
resulting from use of procedures is shown toshow the relative change in risk for this activity as
be significant, about a factor of 7 lower than

a function of a the use of procedures and indepen- Case 1.
dent verification of actions performed. The first
case considers the cuIrent situation where there
are no procedures for the personnel performing Case 3 is an extension of the Case 2 but pro-
the necessary actions and assumes there is no vides credit for recovery. The HEP was deter-
recovery resulting from independent verification mined from ASEP assuming a rule-based
since only one person is carrying out the action, procedural task performedunder moderatelyhigh
Case 2 assumes adequate procedures and training stress with a second person verifying the correct-
are in place, but there is no independent verifica- ness of the valve lineup activities performed by
tion. Cas_ 3 assumes adequate procedures and the auxiliary operators. As such, it relies on opti-
training and that independent verification of mistic assumptions, as compared to the current
actions would allow recovery from errors. Ali conditions that exists at Surry, for performing the
estimates of human error probability are derived required actions to achieve emergency firewater
from ASEP in a manner similar to that discussed injection into the steam generator(s), lt is
in Section 3.3. Table 6 summarizes the HEP intended to show the relative reduction in failure
results for the three cases, probability, based on ASEP results, including

credit for using a second person to verify the
For Case 1, a nominal I-lEPof 1.0 was deter- actions of the original performer. Based on these

mined from Table 7-3 of ASEP based on the results, reasonable assurance of success for addi-
activity "Perform a required action outside of tion of feedwater using the diesel-driven fire
control room." This screening I-IEPindicates the water pumps could be achieved if procedures
tasks will not be correctly implemented and since were in piace and means of monitoring and veri-
there is no credit assumed for recovery, the proba- fying actions were included.
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Table 6. ASEP nominal HEPs for actions to utilize emergency diesel firewater pumps to feed the
steam generators

Median

Action Recovery Failure
HEP Factor Probability LCBa UCBb.,

Case 1 1.0 N/A 1.0 1.0 1.0

Case 2 0.05 N/A 0.142 0.068 0.51

Case 3 0.05 0.5 0.096 0.059 0.28

a. Failureprobabilitylowerconfidencebound.

b. Failureprobabilityupperconfidencebound.
i
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5. UNCERTAINTIES

Uncertainties in calculations, the performance are adequate to model the heat transfer from the
of equipment, and operator performance all have walls, and heat and mass transfer from the liquid.
the potential to affect the capability to intention- The model for liquid flow includes inertia, wall
ally depressurize the RCS. The following subsec- friction, form loss, and gravity.4The model spe-
lions discuss important uncertainties in each of ciflcally includes factors that affectvolume, mass,
these three areas, and temperature of the gas dome. Based on the

current models, it is judged that uncertainties in
5.1 Calculation Uncertainties themodelfor calculatingtheaccumulatorpres-

surearenegligiblecomparedtootheruncertain-
Uncertainties in the calculations have been ties in the analyses. The other pressure influencing

reviewed based on their potential effect on the the flow calculation isthe cold leg pressure, which
system response, with emphasis on the RCS pres- is driven by the overall system response.The sys-
sure response. For the purposes of discussion, the tem responseappears to be initially driven down-
important uncertainties associated with the cal- ward by condensation at the time of accumulator
culations are classed as being related to either water injection, followed by a sharp pressure rise
thermal-hydraulics or core damage progression, caused by vapor generation from flashing caused
The uncertainties in the thermal-hydraulic mod- by the initial pressure decrease andincreased heat
els that appear to be important and are discussed transfer in the core. In general, RELAP5 has been
further include: accumulator flow and its effect ,assessedduring high flowrate accumulator injec-
on system response, transport of noncondens- lion. However, the code has not been assessed
abies and their effect on system response, critical against data for a relatively slow, long-term accu-
flow through the PORVs, and reactor vessel mulator injection similar to that predicted in these
inventory. The uncertainties in core damage analyses. Although this uncertainty is not well
progression that appear to be important include characterized, it would be expected to influence
the effects of oxidation during water addition to the timing of the transient but should not signifi-
the core, core melt progression and debris behav- cantly affect the RCS pressure when the lower
ior, the quantity and time span of molten pool re- head fails.
location, and the possibility of rapid and energetic
fuel--coolant interactions (steam explosions). Another influence of uncertainties on the accu-

mulator injection flow rate is the back flow of
5.1.1 Thermal-Hydraulic Uncertainties. non--condensables(hydrogen) fromthe upper ple-
The calculated flow from the accumulators and num to the cold leg during the earlydepressuriza-
the calculated system response to accumulator tion analysis. It is recognized that the presence of
injection each had a significant effect on the hydrogen in the system will reduce the effective-
calculated core temperatures for late depressuri- nessof condensation. Uncertainties ad_ not from
zation and the amount of cladding oxidation for the effectof hydrogen, but rather from the models
early depressurization. Flow from the accumula- for hydrogen transport within the RCS. SCDAP/
tor is govemed bythe pressuredifference between RELAP5 does not have a separate field for non-
the accumulator and the cold leg and by the resis- condensable gases. Noncondensable gases are
tance to flow in the connecting piping. SCDAP/ transported at the same velocity as calculated for
RELAP5 models the accumulators as a lumped the steam phase. Uncertainties in the concentra-
parameter component. The model assumes the tion of hydrogen in the cold leg adds uncertainty
following: (a) the gas in the gasdome can be mod- to the calculation of pressure for the early depres-
eled as an ideal gas with constant specific heat; surization calculation between the first andsecond
(b) the liquid can be modeled as an isothermal accumulator injection cycles. This uncertainty
system based on the heat capacity of alarge mass may affect the timing but should not significantly
of water; and (c) natural convection coefficients affect the pressure at the time of lower headfailure
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owing to the large amount of time between the tni. insignificant between core uncovery arid lower
tial accumulator cycles and lower head failure, plenum uncovery.

From core uncovery to the first accumulator
The system conditions at the time of accumula- injection, the calculated pressure and liquid levels

tor injection (in particular the RPV liquid level) are primarily a function of the steam flow rate
appear to strongly influence the core heat transfer through the PORVs and the rate of steam genera-
response during accumulator water injection, tion by flashing in the lower plenum and cold leg
Therefore, uncertainties in the RCS inventory and loop seals. The rate of flaslfing is a functionof the
in-vessel water level may have an important in- heat input from the vessel, pipe walls, andthe rate
fluence on the predicted core steam generation of depressurization. The rate of depressurization
rate and the core temperature. RCS inventory is a is a functionof RCS pressure, steam flow rate out
function of the mass lost through the PORVs. The the PORVs, steam mass, and volume. The calcu-
calculated inventory is then a function of the criti- lation of level cannot be isolated to a single
cal flow model for both two-phase and single-- parameter and is dependent on many models in
phase vapor flows. In late depressurization, the the code solution. SCDAP/RELAP5 has been
PORVs are latched open based on what is essen- assessed for a wide range of basic thermal-
tially an RCS coolant inventorycriteria (core un- hydraulic phenomena, although there may be no
covery as defined by the core exit temperature), specific assessment of liquid levels as a function
The pressure just before the PORVs are latched of flashing. Uncertainties in this calculation are
open will be between 15.7 and 16.2 MPa (2280 not expected to resultin major uncertainties in the
and 2350 psia), the close and open setpoints for RCS pressure response.
the PORVs. Thus, the conditions for latching
open the PORVs are based on fixed conditions The uncertainties in RCS inventory for the
that are independent of the code calculations, early depressurization calculation are different
Therefore, uncertainties in the critical flow model from the late depressurization in that the PORVs
up to latching open the PORVs are insignificant are latched open prior to core uncovery, which
to the calculated results with regard to pressure results in a period of two-phase flow at the
and the calculated response caused by the first PORVs prior to core uncovery. While the system
accumulator injection, inventory is the same at core and lower plenum

uncovery, uncertainties in the two--phasecritical
flow model imply that the uncertainties in pres-

The rate ofpressure decrease and mass removal sure up to the first accumulator injection are more
from the RCS between the time of core uncovery significant than in the late depressurization calcu-
and the time that water reaches the bottom of the lation. When the first accumulator injection
downcomer is primarily determined by the steam occurs, the phenomenology of the transient
flow rate out the PORVs and the rate at which becomes much more complex. There is conden-
steam is generated in the core. When the PORVs sation of vapor on the injected liquid, decreasing
are latched open, the exit flow is single-phase RCS pressure, followed by rapid flashing of liq-
vapor. The critical flow model for single-phase uid in the RCS increasing RCS pressure, cleating
vapor is based entirely on equality of the vapor and of the cold leg loop seals, andrefilling of the loop
sonic velocities.This is atheoreticaUysound mod- seals in early depressurization. While SCDAPI
el, and no known issue exists as to the accuracy of RELAP5 has been assessed for accident thermal-
the critical flow model for single-phase vapor, hydraulics, it has not been assessed for this
The rate at which steam is generated in the core is specific set of conditions. The predicted cyclic
a function of the decayheat and water level, or the response appears to be quite reasonable, based
steam generation rate is equal to the decayheat be- on fundamental reasoning as described above.
low the water level divided by the latent heat of The solutions are probably correct in the trend
evaporation.Thus, the uncertainties in the calcula- and relative magnitudes of the quantities calcu-
tions of pressure and mass inventory (level) are lated by the code. The uncertainties in absolute
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_'i.<_ [a_g._ bcc',_'_ :,_e _e a_. specific: ia_cc_i_a cyric. As:a result,:oxidation continues
ex_v_m¢_ _a_. _ _¢s,_, p_m ce:a_io_s. _o _xt a p_ssu_: spike of 5 MPa _.xxurs,in a_tioa

mj_ h_ed. At Ks tj.mc m .the.se_uen,_ the:calculated
depee,s_ationrate i_al_.ut0.5MPn/min,as

5.1.2 Core Damage Prog_ssl,o_l Unct_r- s.laow:_in Figure [K Thus:. abc.mt t0 min more

_r cy_:le.An _tional t0 m'm .tbxdepress_a.-
tioa is ins_gm.tic,ml compared to the avai.la_e
timeo$ dcp_ss_afion,

b¢_ c'_¢_$_a_._ F_,_ e_y' dep_s_z_oa Bethe there is a Lack o._"der,_: cd expefimen-
c_a_t¢_ o0a¢i,at_a_ioao,fc_ad_ag o,Mda_o_,_:_ tal d_t_ on the Late phase of core relocation,
_ _¢ o£ _.'c_,_m6_.ox, mj_c_o._ ap_'a_:to _ unce_ainties in the SCDAPtRELAP5 cMcu-
qm,_e__bk" _ _ _s_ _)£_ Mw,_l.ow,:'II_te lati_as o.rcoxemeR p_g_:sion and _bfis behav-
_o,_._,. lfmm _ _¢_a:o_: _ o,._aver,_g¢ a_: io: m_i be co_side_d to be hu'g¢, The approach
_ k_.,.w:_c_ _ ,_.t't_ic_ea__o.¢emo_v,,eab_'_ d_c.u_sedinSection 2.3 .recognizedthe,po_entiM
t 3 MW of 4ec-¢y h,e_L, Beck.use _Ns _s _.bo,_t for t_e u_acert_ties d_g this _ri_ and was
_0 MW t¢'_ _ de¢_ay:_aL, _" c_._e i,sco_s- imended to pro.vide results that w_uld Oound the
cern m ¢_c_amag pomp2 _co.ve_ag, og dx" co_:

cededamage pmgms,sion and system pressure,a_2_,x_.a_aoa oi:o:xida_o& Th_ ces,_a,d,o_of
response. Con_sequently, the effect t_f the major

ck_d_ e_da_on u_a a:ccum_a_or mjec6oa '
c_._v¢_ag¢ uncertainties on the p_uR; at the

d_ _t_edepze_sr_£_oa Ls:sor_t,ew,{_!mo_ un.. dRte or" Dwer head raRure should be at,counted

o¢_r._: 'I_ _ sr.rtmg e_'ideac¢ [_a.t t._eTMI-2 tbr in the results p_'sented, with one imlxmant
a_x:_.d¢_z '&al w_zn _e B D_p RCS p_.wapw_ exce_'_aon,rapid t'uel,--ct_olantLntera_aioas (steam
_m_d on at, t74mm, _, Row mj_,%xedm_o._he expiosiot_),,
cex (_:_.te ,:o,,::mg me: p,e_ph,ezy :_t":h,e co_e)

¢rea_red _ eav_t,vamea_ :Ian: resa_ted m rapid There are currendy uncertainties associated

o:a,,d_an i_:_ "_.2_t _'gi_._ o.f_ cv_+ '12+t,eoxi+ with ate magnitude _md effects of steam explo,-
darien ¢aetgy re,aulr-edm a .pa,s,_ mc_ase or" sio_s as the core reK_ates to the lower plenum.
a._aa5NW'_, tr-i.sm:po_:: _o.,._oce_a_cond2ti,oz_ Becau_' the probability of steam_ explosions is
m_'rM1-2 c_.:rea__.:eefr2:e pumpw_ien_, higher at low,-syaem p_'_sure, depressurization
ia,;.':uded a cen_rN bio: kage a_td _emper_tures followed by relocation of core material to the

appw_,g _e: m,efaag i.::_e upper _'giotvs _f Lower plenum may increa,se the potential for a
5_ ¢_. vessel faita.re caused by steam expio,,;io,_. Analy.

• es _e _;urrenay plumed by theNRC to deter-

At_t.:oug_: :._,,:c_._recer_di_io.n_ for _he la_e mi.t_:tt,_ ime_s:ity _d effect o.f steam expkxsi_ts
dep.res_anzaUoa ,ca:.c,a[aEon are qui_e differen_ at co.nditiorts s.imiler to those expected during
frem _he TMI-2 core coadi_ioas there is me depe.',_udzation,.
_,_,_i.Nti_y r2_,r r.I:_,SCDAP/RELAP5 o_,idation

is ovdo : dun,.g 5.2 Equipment Uncertainties
L_:.o_' t:ron__2_,eac_.'_.m_ta_or lt r2_ pax'd.uxi_.x:is

v_x to.trex. _re _.'o_d _x:,t sag:ufic_ m:,certaia- Several un,.'ertainties associated with equip-
_y :a _he eaerg) add/non r_e during _/;telate meta may be important in detemfining the capa-
dep__;.t:loa _:qaence. Ho_e'.x,'r, t.utceaai.aty biiity: to intentio,_tMlydep._s.surize the RCS. TI_,

La_ o:a_aoa m,od_.,imay :_ N" si.gmticaa: to prmcip'al u.ncenainties are: ta) the capability of
the c'alc_aon o.f pce:_ure over the kxxg _em_of the PORVs to remain operational when the tem-
Eras._Nuen¢.'e_. pera_ure of _hefluid flowing thrt_agh the v_ves is
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substantially higher than the,qualification tem. lion tc>indicate that the Surry valve body mmpera-
petatu_, of ).he valves, and (b) the capability of Lures should not substantially exceed the
the air and dc po.wet systems to provide long.- qualification temperatures for long periods of
term support fm"the.POKVs during an exte.s_ded time. Additional testing or use of higher tempera-
TMLB" sequence, lure.maledals,particularlyinthe..packing,would

b¢ necessary to _r,luc¢ current uncertainties.
PORVs in nu-ciem"power plants arc g_ndly

qualified for fluid conditions similar to other Uncertainties in lhc capability of rbe support
components and piping in the RCS, 616 K systesns to provide sufficient air and eJcctrical

(650_') and 17.2 MPa (2500 psi). The calculalcd power to hold the valves open would b¢ very
temperature of the fluid passing through the plant specific and would depend on the system
PORVs .for the early and late depressurization design and lhc operational strategies, lt appears
sW_e.gic.san_.showa in Figun_ 28. "l_;e tempera- that provisions would be needed at Surry to
tut_ reach values that are substantially higher ensure that the. batteries would continue to be
than the. specified valve qualification limits tbr opeaational for the extended period of the intcn-
exles_led periods of time. tional depressurization sequences. The air supply

nxluinxl to open the valves could also be depleted
As dis_ in Section 3.2, the PORVs ¢xo_ed over this lon_ period of time, depending on the

quakt'"lcafion limits t_" exte_led periods of system beh_,vior prior to latching open the
time. Exc'ecding these qualification limits causes PORVs and the leakage from the valve operator
uncenahlty hl the capability of the PORVs to duth_g the extea_;ledperiod of time that the valve
remain fiJnctiol_ at_et they ex_'ienc¢ the high is latched open. The larges_ uncertainties would
temperature environment. The effect of this occur during the late depressurization sequence
uncr.ataix_yis difficult to quantity because the_ is because the PORVs experience a large number of
no experime_al da_alhr valves under "similartran- opeaing cycles prior to the time the PORVs ar_
sient high-temperature conditions. During the latched open, Depending on the design of the
early dcp_ssurization calculation the fluid tem- valve and the rateof air leakage while holding the
peratur_ at the top of the pressurizer exceeded valve open, additional air supply may be v_quired
1200 K (1700_F ")torabout 1000 s. This vesy high _or the late dep_ssurization sequence for Surry.

tempen_ur¢ over an exteJided time would make
me or eo vs 5.3 OperationalUncertainties
mon_,unceaain than t_r _ h_ dep_ssurizadon

calcuJation, whet_ the fluid temperatures wex¢al>- Specific uno_rtainties in the capability of the
pr¢ciably lowez and the duration ofhigh teanperu- operators at Surry to intentionally depressurize
_ur_ conditions shorter, The fluid tem.perature are difficult to ascertain because fl_ere ar_ no

cantering the PORV fur 0_e Latedep_ssuri:zation sp_fic depressurization procedures to evaluate.
seq_'¢ at Surry was s_milarto the fluidtempeta- Current procedures at Surry are notdesign_ to
LUrecak:ulatedto bbeea_efing the Sea_ PORVs use the PORVs for depressurization duringa
for a study performed by Pickert, Lowe and TMLB' sequence, lt appears th_ modifications to
Gar6ck. I,nc._ Results t'mm a detailed heat trans- the procedures are possible that would provide
fer_uml_ oftt_PORV aitheSeahnx_ Planl tbr thestepsnecessaryto allowintentionaldepres-
this tempe.tature transi.exa ix_cat_ that the body surization during a TMLB' sequence. Early
of the PORV was about 110 K (200°F) be.low the depn_urization would have less ot_rational un-
qualification temperature of 616 K (650°F). certainly because there would be additional time
Because the valve designs are different for the tbr diagnosis and actions to be taken.._ under-
two plants and the Surry fluid temperatures _ainfies for late depressm_zation would be larger
re,main high over a longer peril, m_extrapolation becau_ the_ is less time lhr the plant _1
of the Seabn_ results is not possible. Howeves, to make the decision to depressurize and there
theSeab_ r_ultsdo provideenoughinfomm- wouldbelesstimetocarryoutnecessaryactions.



6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A systematic evaluation of the capability to During a TMLB' sequence, the cur-
intentionally depressurize the Surry nuclear rem Surry Emergency Operating pm_
power plant during a station blackout transient cedures would not provide an entry
has been conducted. This analysis examined the point into the Functional Restoration
phenomenological behavior, equipment per- Procedure thatinitiates RCS depreasu-
formance, and operational performance for rization using the PORVs. Becav"e the
two strategies that were believed to have the Surry procedures are consistent with
potential to reduce RCS pressure below a value the Westinghouse Emergency Pro-
wl_crc direct contaimncnt heating would be mifi- cedure Guidelines (El'Gs), other
gated. Conclusions and recommendations from Wcstinglmu_ plants that followed the
this analysis are specific to the Surry Plant. Their El_s would also be expected to lack
applicability to other nuclear power plants is dis- guidance in their EOPs to dcpmssurizc
cussed in the final conclusion in this section, during a TMLB' scqueame.

A human factors evaluation identified

1. hltcntional depressurization ush!g the two important factors thai could affect
PORVs and upper head vent has the the performance of the plant _1
potential to mitigate DCH by nxlucing in implementing depressurization
the RCS pressure to within about strategies: (1)the capability of plant
I MPa (145 psi) of the containment pcrsormea to recognize fltat a dcprcs-
pressure, surization strategy should be implem-

ented and (2) the capability of the
personnel to implement the necessary

Phcnomcnologicalanalysesforboth depressurizationactionsintheavail-
theearlyand latedepressurization abletime.A reviewofexistinginstru-
strategies indicated that the RCS pres- mentation iiMicates there would be
sure could be rtxlucxxlto within about adcquale information for pl_mtpcrson-
1MPa of containment pressure. Based nel to recognize initiation conditions
on infomlation currently available, for either the early depressurization
this value tor RCS pressure would bc strategy (initiated when the steam gcn-
sufficiently low that DCH could be orators dry out) or the late dcpw_uri-
mitigated. However, there are human zation strategy [initiated when the
facto,' mid equipment issues that could core exit thermocouples mach 922 K

affect the capability to successfully (1200°I0].
implement intentional depressuri-
zation. Several of the following con- A human reliability analysis (HRA)
dusions discuss these issues, was performed to e.st_matcthe likeli-

hood that personnel could implement
depressurization based on possible

2. Current Surry Emergency Operating changes _hat could be made to the
Procedures would not initiate RCS EOPs. lmplcmcmation was separated
depressurization for the TMLB' sc- in to two components: diagnosis ortho
qucncc. A human factors cv_ration need to depressurizc and the actions
indicates that if modificatiox_s were necessary to complete system deprcs-
made to the procedures, there is a Ixigh surization. Because specific pro_.:e-
likelihood that rh,, plant personnel durcs wcrc not available, the time
could successfully initiatc dcprvasuri- required to diagnose the need to dc-
zation strategies, pressurize was difficult to determine
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anditseffectonthefailureprobabili- closedblockvalvestobeopeneddur-
ticswasevaluatedusingasensitivity inga stationblackoutwhichwould
study.TheHRA resultsestimatethat ensurethatthestrategiescouldbesuc-
theprobabilityofthefailuretodepres- ccssfuUyimplemented.
surizeis<0.08(>0.92probabilityof
success)ifthereismorethantwenty Bothdcpowerandasupplyofpres-
minutesavailabletoperformdiagno- surizedairareneededtoforcethe
sis.Thisresultwouldindicatethat PORVs toremaininanopenposition
thereisarelativelyhighlikelihoodof duringRCS depressurization.At
properimplementationof early Surry,itisunlikelythatthecurrent
depressurizationbecausethereis systemscouldcontinuetosupplytheir
adequatetimeforimplementation, necessaryfunctionsovertheeightto
However,forlatedepressurization, tenhourtimeperiodbetweenwhen
the results indicate that cautions depressurization is initiated and the
would need to be included in the pro- vessel fails for the TMLB' sequence.
cedures to alert the operator that the Additional capacity for both of these
conditions for implementation of systems would be needed for inten-
late depressurization were being ap- tional depressurization using the
preached. The objective of these cau.. PORVs to be successful at Surry,
tions would be to ensure a high
likelihood of successful implementa- 4. A strategy that depressurizes the RCS
rien of late depressurization in a mini- after the core begins to uncover (late
mum amount of time after the 922 K depressurization) is preferred to the

(1200°F) initiation point is reached, early depressurization strategy.
Minimizing tiffs time is important be-
cause significant delays in implemen- While the analyses predict a similar

RCS pressure response for both thetation would 'allowcore temperatures
to reach unacceptably high values, early and late depressurization cases,

there are significant differences in the
timing and the extent of core damage

3. Modifications to plant equipment at during the early stages of the TMLB'
Surry would be necessary to ensure sequence. For early depressurization,
that intentional depressurization latching open the PORVs removes
would be successful, large quantities water from the RCS

early in the sequence which acceler-
Based on DraR NUREG-1150 results, ates the onset of core heatup by about
there is a relatively higll probability 46 minutes, when compared to late
(0.3 conditional probability per de- depressurization. By the time the
mand) that a block v.,dveon one of the pressure is sufficiently low that the
PORV lines will be closed as a result emergency core cooling accumulators
of leakage. Becausethese block valves inject additional coolant, the tempera-
operate using only ac power, it would ture of some of the fuel rods have
be impossible to open a closed block exceeded the threshold for oxidation
valve during a TMLB' sequence. The of zircaloy. Accumulator injection
effect era closed block valve w_ald be therefore causes significant cladding
to significantly slow RCS depressuri- oxidation and relocation and is not
zation. Placing the block valves on effective in controlling further core
emergency battery power would allow damage.
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For late depressurization,core heatup From an operationalstandpoint, late
beginsatalatertime becausethe water depressurizationwould maximize, the
inventoryin the RCSis not depletedas time available for the operator to
rapidlyduring the earlyportionof the recover ac power andauxiliary feed-
sequencewhen the PORVsare cycling water. However, cautions and antici-
at their setpoints, rather than being patory actions should be included in
latched open. When the PORVs are the procedures to assure immediate
intentionally latched open late in the action when the initiation conditions
sequence, the inventory of water were reached because some fuel rod
remaining in the RCS is relatively temperaturesat the upper core levels
small and the RCS depressurizesrap- would be relatively high [>922 K
idly to the pressureat which the accu- (1200°F)].
mulators inject. The temperatures in

the core at the time of accumulator 5. Failure of the pressurizer surge line
injection are generally below the couldcause the RCS to rapidlydepres-
thresholdfor rapidzircaloyoxidation, surize prior to failure of the reactor
The accumulators initially discharge vessel lower head.
at higherrates thancalculatedforearly

depressurization,becauseof the high- Hot steam and gases exiting the core
er initial depressurizationrate and the heat the plant structuresas they flow
inventory distribution in the RCS. toward the PORVs. The calculation
Because temperaturesare lower and for early depressurization indicates
the accumulator injection rates are that the pressurizersurge line would
higher, the core cooling during the reach temperatures that are high
periodof accumulatorinjectionis tel- enough to cause creep rupturefailure
atively effectiveanddelays substantial duringthe time period when the aecu-
core damage until the accumulators mulators are injecting. Because the
are empty.Thus, from a phenomeno- temperature of the flow from a rupture
logical standpoint, it is concludedthat would remain high, tt is expected that
late depressurization is preferable to the rupture area would be sufficiently
early depressurization because core large to rapidlydep_ssurize lhc RCS.
heatup and significant core damage The calculationfor late depressuriza-
are delayed, lion also indicateshigh surge line tem-

peratures, but not sufficiently high to
The only major difference in the cause a failure prior to vessel failure.
demands on equipment needed to Surge line failure was also calculated
intentionally depressurize for tile when no operator action was taken to
two strategies would be in the capac- depressurize. Although failure of the
ity of the air supply.Tile late depressu- surge line appears to be effective in
rizationstrategywould use more air to depressurizing the system, strategies
operate the PORVs because they to intentionally depressurize are
would cycle many more times at their preferred because they control the
setpoints. Cycling requires much more accident conditions without relying on
air than does maintaining the valve in the failure of systemcomponents.
its open position. However, this differ-
ence is not considered to be significant 6. The effect of in-vessel steam explo-
because tt is anticipated that the air sions during the relocation of molten
supply system would require addition- core material on the integrity of the
al capacity for either strategy. RCS needs to be assessed.
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There is significant uncertainty in the Although the effect of plant operations
effect on the reactor pressure vessel can be very important, this effect was
of a steam explosion resulting from not evaluated because detailed pro-
core--c,oolantinteractions when amol- cedures were not available for a
tencorerelocatesduringasevereaecl- reasonablecrosssectionofplantsand
dent. Because steam explosions are discussions with the operations staff to
more likely at low pressures, use of an evaluate their use of the procedures
intentional depressurization strategy was beyond the scope of this program.
may increase the possibility of vessel lt is recognized that procedural
damage from a steam explosion. To changes could be made to ensure the
determine the influence of steam success ofintentionaldepressurization
explosions on risk to the public, addi- if plant specific analysis indicated that
tional analysis will be needed to assess current procedures were not adequate.
the potential for steam explosions at Hardware parameters that were con-
various pressure levels and to evaluate sidere I to be important influences on
the potential for vessel failure, intentional depressurization include:

(a) PORV characteristics, Co)pressur-

7. The conclusions on the effectiveness izer, surge line, and relief valve piping
characteristics, (c) plant support

of intentional depressurization strate- system capabilities, (d) accumulator
gies are specific to Surry and their

setpoints, and (e)containment type. As
extrapolation to other plants must be an example, containment type may be
considered carefully, important because the generation of

large quantities of hydrogen was calcu-
A detailed evaluation of the applica- lated during intentional depressuriza-
bility of the Surry results to other tion. Some containment types may
plants was not within the scope of this require additional equipment that isca-
program. However, a preliminary pable of recombining this hydrogen
assessment of some important consid- over a time frame that willprevent det-
erations was performed to provide onation and containment failure, lt is
insight as to the possible behavior of recognized that otherplant characteris-
other plants under similar transients tics such as steam generator type
and initial conditions. Plant differ- and core characteristics (control rod
ences that could strongly influence the material, power profile, etc.) may also
success of intentional depressurization influence depressurization.The poten-
would be associated with the plant tial effects of these differences will be
hardware or with the plant operations, assessed anddiscussed in alater report.
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APPENDIX A

TRANSIENT SEQUENCES AND STRATEGIES

This appendix presents an overview of the ac- The final draft of NUREG-1150 A-3 showed that
cidents sequences that influence the frequency of the risk associated with DCH was smaller than
core damage for Surry Unit 1.The Surry nuclear calculatedfor the initial draft,butDCH continued
power station is comprised of two Westinghouse to be important. Core damage is defined in the
3--loop pressurized water reactors (PWRs) with draft analysis as the occurrence of a significant
core thermal power of 2441 MW and subatmo- core uncovery, with reflood of the core not immi-
spheric dry containments, lt was chosen for study nently expected.
because it is representative of Westinghouse
3--loopreactors and because it is one of the refer- Tables A-1 and A-2 summarize the point esti-
ence plants used in the risk analysis and source mate CDF for the various risk-dominant se-
term assessments for NUREG-1150. A-1 quences and sequence groups.A-lThe total for ali

accident sequences was a point-estimate core
Core damage frequencies (CDFs) based on the damage frequency of 3.28 E--5.The contributions

emergency operating procedures at Surry Unit 1 to this CDF by the various accident sequences are
are given in a draft revisionA-1of the analysis of summarized in Table A-1. Figure A-1 shows the
internally initiated events conducted as part of the core damage frequency by sequence groups. The
initial NUREG-1150 A-2effort. This draft version dominance of the station blackout sequences
was used for this evaluation because it was all that (64.2% of the total CDF) is evident. Attention in
was available when the program was initiated, this intentional depressurization study has been

Table ,6,-1. Risk dominant sequences by sequence and sequence group

Sequence
Sequence Point Estimate
Group Sequence CoreDamage

Percent Percent Frequency
Sequence Initiator of Totala of Totala (reactor-yr)

SBO-L(TMLB') Station blackout 64.2 1.6 0.51 E,-6
SBO-QS-L early 4.2 1.39 E,-6
SBO-QS-L late 8.4 2.75 E--6
SBO-Q 5.1 1.66 F¢-45
SBO-Q-QS 1.6 0.51 F¢-6
SBO-SL 13.7 4.50 F_,-6
SBO-OD--SL 0.5 0.15 E,-6
SBO-QS--SL 5.5 1.81 E--6
SBO-BATr 17.4 5.70 F,,-6
SBO-QS-BATT 6.2 2.02 E-6

A-D5 Large LOCA 6.0 2.6 0.85 E--6
A-D6 (6 to 29 in.) 1.4 0.47 F¢-45
A-H 1 2.0 0.67 E-6

Sl-D1 Medium LOCA 9.4 2.5 0.81 E--6
Sl-D6 (2 to 6 in.) 2.9 0.94 F_,-6
S1-H 1 4.0 1.30F_,-6
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Table A-1. (continued)
.iii i i ii i i i

Sequence
Sequence PointEstimate
Group Sequence Core Damage

Percent Percent Frequency
Sequence Initiator of Total' of Totala (reactor-yr)

S2-D1 Small LOCA 1.3 1.3 0.43 E-6
(0.5to2in.)

S3---D1 Verysmall LOCA 1.7 1.7 0.57 E,--6
(<0.5 in.)

V Interfacing LOCA 3.7 3.7 1.20 E-6

'r7-OD-QS Steam generator 5.1 3.7 1.20 E-6
T7--ODD1 tuberupture 0.5 0.17 E-6
T7-OD-Q-QS 0.3 0.11 E,-6
T7-K 0.3 0.10 E,-6
T7-L3 0.3 0.10 E,--6

T2-L-P Main feedwater 4.5 2.3 0.77
T2,-L-D2 2.2 0.72 E,-6

TK-R-Z ATWS 4.3 2.6 0.84 E-6
TK-R-IM 1.7 3.56

100.0 100.0 3.28 E-5
Secondary Events:

L - Auxiliary feedwater
QS - Steam generator SRV stack open
Q - Pressurizer PORV stuck open
SL - RCP seal LOCA

OD - Operator falls to depressurizesteam generator

BATI' - Nonrecovery of offsite power by 7 h
D1 - High-pressure injection
D2 - High-pressure injection (feed and bleed)
lM - Emergency boration
D5 - Accumulators

D6 - Low-pressure injection
H1 - Low-pressure recirculation
K - ATWS
L3 - Auxiliary feedwater to one of two unfaulted SGs
P - Failure of both PORVs in feed and bleed

Z - Unfavorable moderator temperature coefficient
R - Failure of recirculation

a. Given as percentof total forrisk-dominantreferences(thosewith pointestimatefrequenciesgreaterthan
1.F_,--7perreactor-year).Theadditionalcontributionof nondominantsequenceswastobe4.4E--7perreactor-year.
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Table ,6,-2. SurryLOCAsummary
i i

Core Damage Frequency
(Percent for SecondaW Failure)

HPl ACCUM LPI LPR

LOCA DI D5 D6 Hl Total

A large(6to29in.dia.) NA 2.6 1.4 2.0 6.0

St medium (2 to 6 in.) 2.5 0 2.9 4.0 9.4

$2 small (1/2 to 2 in.) 1.3 0 0 0 1.3

$3 'very small (<1/2 in.) 1.7 0 0 0 1.7

Total 5.5 2.6 4.3 6.0 18.4

SecondaryFailureDefinitions:

DI HP1 - Less than 1 of 3 HP1 pumps taking suction from RWST
and injecting into one of three cold legs.

D5 ACCUM - For A: Less than 2 of 2 accumulators inject*,,,,ginto
associated cold legs.

For Sl' Less than 2 of 3 accumulators injecting into
associated cold legs.

D6LPI - Less than 1 of 2 LPI trains taking suction from RWST and
injecting to 1 of 3 RCS cold legs.

Hl LPR - Less than 1 of 2 LPI pumps taking suction from the sump
and injecting to MOV or charging pump suction. Also, for
A and $1,switch to hot leg recirculation at 16h.

LOCA Assumptions:

A - One accumulator discharge is lost out the break.

$1 - Accumulators required in absence of analysis to prove
otherwise.

$2 - Includes non-isolatable stuck--openPORV with LOSE

$3 - Includes local faults in one RCP seal.
.....

i
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Figure A-1. Coredamagefrequencyshownby sequencegroup.

directedto thosesequencesbecauseimprove- pressurecannotbereducedbyopeningthepres-
mentsin station blackoutrisk canobviously surizerPORVs;(c) sequencesinwhichtheasses-
improvethe riskprofile of the plantby a sig- smentof CDFisnotsufficientlydeflne_topermit
nificant amount, determining the effect of additional intentional

depressurization;and(d)sequencesthatcuncntly
A-1. Influenceof would leadto high--pressuremelt ejectionand

whichcouldbedepressudzedusingtheprcssudz-Depressurizationon er PORVs.Table A-3 shows the assignment of
Sequences the sequences to thesecategofles.

To assess thepotentialinfluence of intentional As .shownin TableA-3, the low-lxessure cate-
depressurizationon thecore damagefrequencyat gory includes the large and medium LOCAs,
Surry,the sequences were reviewed to determine which togetherconstitute15.4% of the totalCDF.
whether depressurizationwould be expected to Another 3.7% of the total CDF placed in this
reducethe risk, Four categories were developed categoryis EventV, inwhichcheckvalve failures
andeach sequencewas assignedto a categoryde- result in the ruptureof low-pressure pipingout-
pe,ding on the potential for a reductionin core side containment. While early cooling is pro-
melt frequencybasedon the influenceof depres- vide.A, the core is eventually uncovered at low
surization.The fourcategories of sequences are: RCS pressure because of the failure in the low
(a) low-pressure sequencesin whichtheaccident pressurerecirculationsystem.A final 2.6% of the
sequenceitself resultsin an RCS pressureatyes- total CDF is addedto the low-pressure category
selmelt-throughthatmay be below the DCHcut- by the ATWSmanual scram-unfavorable mod-
off pressure; (b) sequences in which the RCS eratorsequence in which the pressurecannotbe
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Table A.-.3. CDF for sequences subject to preventivemodification or depressurization
i _ ii i ii

Cta'rentCDI_ for Sequea¢_ b by_Depressurization Status

Oper_r Operator Oper_r
Event Causes Depressurization Depresaurization Depressurization

Sequmce° Initiator Depressurization Not Possible Not Applicable Is Possible

SBO--LO'MLB') Stationblackout -- .... 1.6
SBO-QS--Learly .... 4.2
,_BO..QS-Llate -- -- -- -- 8.4
SBO-Q .... 5.1
SB_ .... 1.6

SBO-SL .... 13.7
SBO-OD..SL .... 0.5
SBO-QS-SL .... 5.5
SBO--BATY .... 17.4
SBO-QS-.BATr .... 6.2

A-D5 LargeLOCA 2.6 -- -- _
A-D6 -- 1.4 _ _ _
A-H1 -- 2.0 _ _
Sl-D1 MediumLOCA 2.5 _ -- _
Sl-D6 -- 2.9 _ -- --

SI-Hl -- 4.0 -- -- _
S2-D1 SmartLOCA -- _ _ 1.3
S3--D1 Verysmall LOCA -- -- _ 1.7
V InterfacingLOCA 3.7 -- -- _
T'/--OD-QS SOtuberupture -- -- -- 3.7

TT--OD-D1 SGtube rupture -- __ -- 0.5
TT--OD-Q-QS SO tube rupture -- __ -- 0.3
T7-K SG tube rupture -- _ 0.3 --
T7-L3 SG tube rupture -- _ 0.3 --
T2-L-P Mainfeedwater -- 2.3 -- --

T2-L-D2 Mainfeedwater -- __ -- 2.2
TK-R-Z ATWS 2.6 _ -- _

TK-R-D4 ATWS _ 1.__7 ..=_

Total 21.7 4.0 0.6 73.9

aL Peroemof totalofpoint--estimatefrequenciesfo¢riskdominantsequences(pointestimatefrequenoygreaterthanl.B-7 perreactoryear).

b. _ u:qu_aoesgo/agto coredamage.

c. Second_eveaude.scri_inTable 1.
lt i H,| , i i,.m, Jl i i
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r_ev_ _ _ RCS en_ope ru_s,The.sum _e_o_ side.pre.ferc.C_cul_iorm werenot
for the,low,--pressureceJ_ego._is 21,7% of the performedfor this condttioo. The.Lhintcategory
to_ CD[_ hasa total CDFof0,6%,,

The secondcategory _urc, cannot be.rc.- The,four_ category, sequences leading to
duccd _ lhc.p._ PORV_)i_.ludes the, high-pressurc melt ejection which could be.dc.
main feedw_er, AFW,,_ PORVrSunav_abte prc_ucized, includes 73.9%of the total CDF.As
_, with2,3%CDIF:AI_,intrudedint.hjs _u,_x_ iusubsequent_m, sut,'ces_
categoryis_ ATWS--_,anu_Isc_um.-_ration pressuri_tionwoulddelaycoredtm_e and
sequent, with 1.7% CDF. Because:t'u[lRCS would reduce RCS p[_ssur_r at vessel melt-

isma._uined,_. _. pumpscan- thoughm alevelthaLmay Ireven_DCH, Inthe
not de_ .-rm_cup _ tL_PORVs are.insutt_- case of the.Station Blackout sequences in this
cientto,rc,Jucethe.RCSpressure.Thesum tbrthis group (64.2% of total CDF), it is also possible
category_ 4.0%of_e.t_ttCDF. _ depressurizationwoulddelaycom damage

for enough time that a recovery of ac power
The thirdcategory i_._ludes:twos_eamgenera- wouldoccur Is _"ficicnt time thal_ wottldbe

tormberup_, e,,:_Jt_s..Dep_ssuri..zationincalled minimalo3rcdamaSe,Because.thestationblack-
forintheprocedurestortheseeventsbuthere outcate4_o._is_min_U, thecapab_tytode,.
is uncertainty in accident progression tor the: pressurize for these,sequences was "chosenfor
continu.ttionofdepressurization_low the evalua_on.
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APPENDIX B

DEPRRSSURIZATION STRATEGIES

The possible,strategiesthatmightbeusedto is notavailable and feed and bleedcannotbe
depressurizethe reactor coolantsystem(RCS) to established. Analyses of station blackout
preventcore heatupor mitigate the effects of di- sequencespeffomled at the IdahoNationalEngi-
rect containmentheating (DCH)are summarized neeringLaboratory(INEL)t under SASA's spon-
in this appendix. Azlunderstandingof tile capa- sorship provide a basis to conclude that if
biliticsand limitationsof a specific depressuriza- auxiliary feedwateris available or is recovered
tion strategy can be gained by examining the from about 10 to 28 min (a functionof the plant
phenomena that control RCS pressure. Any anaiyzcd) priorto coreuncovery,orifac poweris
processthat either removesmass and/orremoves restored 14 to 38 rain prior to core uncovery
energy from the RCS faster than it is being gener- (interpreted as no core damage), feed and bleed
atedwill reduceRCS pressure. Possible strategies operations can be performed and core damage
to accomplish this are secondary feed and bleed, can be prevented,aBecause energy removal from
primary fet._ az_dbleed, and intentionaldepressu- the RCS prevents core heatup, pressure control is
rization (blowdown) of the steam generator maintaiaed, and no loss of RCS coolant inventory
secondary or the RCS. If no action is taken by occurs, secondary feed and bleed would be the
plant persoxmel,there may also be a high proba- preferred method for controlUng RCS pressure
bility of an RCS pressure boundary failure of during an abnormal transient.
sufficient size to depressurize the system. The
strategies are summarized in Table B.-1. Primary feed and bleed has the capacity to

remove decayheat and reduce pressuregiven that

Preventative depressurization strategies re- (a) the energy flow rate out the power operated
quire that the energy flow out of the system be relief valves (PORVs) is greater than decay heat
equal to or greater than decay heat and, if there is and (b) the inflow from safety injection is suffi-
mass flow out of the reactor coolant system, that cient to maintain the RCS coolant inventory.The
the mass be replaced by the safety injection sys- depressurization rate is primarilya functionof the
tem or charging pumps. Secondary feed and total PORV flow area, the magnitude of the sys-

tem pressure, the temperature of the RCS fluid,bleed has, by design, the capacity to remove
theamountoffluidremainingintheRC'S,andthedecayheat,andthereforecontrolRCS pressure.

The rateatwhichpressureisreducedisdeter- rateofenergyadditionfromthecore.ltalso
minedbythenetrateofea_ergyremovalfromthe dependsonwhethertheflowoutthePORVs isall
RCS andbywhethertheenergyremovalisby steamoratwo-phasemixture.A posslblelimit
condensationordecreasingtheaverageliquid on thecapabilitytodepressurizeusingprimary
temperatureintheRCS.Toremoveenergyfrom feedandbleedisthemagnitudeofthesecondary
theRCS,thesecondarytemperaturemustbeless pressure.IfRCS pressureand temperature
thantheRCS temperature.Thusforsecondary decreasestolessthansecondarypressure,then
feedandbleed,thelowestpressuretowhichthe energywillbetransferredfromthesecondaryto
RCS canbcreducedisthesecondarysidesatura-
tionpressure, a. Inbothcasesdescribed,theanalysesareplant-

specific.Whileabroadinterpretationaboutfeedand
bleedmaybegenerallyappropriate,thea'emaybespe-

The SevereAccidentSequenceAnalysis cificplantsthatcouldrequiremuchearlierinitiation
(SASA)Programanalyzednuclearplantiran- offeedandbleedorunusualprocedurestoinitiate
sicntslikelytoleadtoa severeaccident.Fora feedandbleed.Also,CombustionEngineering's
stationblackout,allacpowerexceptthatderived System80plants,whichdonothavePORVs,are
frombattery-driveninvertersislost.inthesta- incapableoffeedandbleedordirvctprimarysystem
lionblackouttransientsequence,safetyinjection depressurization.
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the primary.The rate of heat tinnier will depemJ (flgse gases would cause degradation of steam
on secor_dary conditions, such as water level and gugramr heat transfer); and (c) the inventory of
the availability of auxiliary feedwater. If the ener- the coolant in tbe steam g_r tl_ is avaflaHe
gy removal ratethroughthe PORVs is less than to remove core-generated eneggy. The minimum
the total energy input from the core and steam RCS pressure that can be attainedco_ to
generators, then it is e,_cd .t!_, RCS prcs,_tre the minimum secondary _. This
will stabilize at avalue b_6_, ,V/_ndary pressure, is established by the saturation Iscssure for the

If the energy removal _:_¢_b_Oughfile PORVs is coolant remaining in the feedwater system.
large enough that dep_ssuH_ti0n continues, Repn_ation of the RCS will occur once the
then the next possible limit is the saturation pres- secondary coolant inventory has been exhausted
sure of the RCS coolant. Thus, the minimum if coolant cammt be added to the secondary,
pressure is the saturation pressure at the mini-
mum possible average RCS temperature. There Depressurization of the steam generators
has been extensive research conducted by the would not only remove energy from the RCn, but
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) it could also provide the oppommity to feed the
regarding the effectiveness of feed and bleed of steam generators using pumps with low head
the primary system. Loomis and Cozzuol 2 capabilities. An example would be fire water
reviewed research involving both experiments pumps which generally produce a head of r '_"_tt
and calculations for primary system feed and I MPa(145 psi). __lmmtzarediesel
bleed and concluded that this strategy is a viable driven, they would be available for a wide variety
technique m maintain control of primary system of severe accidem sequen_B. With the capability
pressure and temperature. While primary feed to direct the flow of these pumps to the secc_lary
and bleed has been estimated to be quite capable sides of the steam generators, they could be used
of preventing core heatup and capable of control- to supply water as long as the secondary lWcssmc
ling RCS pressure, it is probably less desirable remained low.
than secondary feed and bleed. (Large quantities
of radioactive RCS coolant may need to be Intentional RCS depressurization (blowdown)
p_). using the PORVs has been calculated, using vari-

ous codes, to be an adequate means of _-
rizing the RCS. This strategy is discussed in detail

Intentional depressurization (blowdown) of the in the body of this report.
steam generator(s) may be useful, if auxiliary
feedwater and primary feed and bleed are not If there ate no actions taken by plain persom_,
available. Once the blowdown results in a steam the RCS pressure boundary could fail during a
generator pressure that is less than the _ of severe accident. One potential failure
the coolant remaining in the feedwater system, would be high temperatures at the pump which
then that coolant may be drawn into the steam could cause failure of the pump seal. Also,
generators. The effectiveness of this strategy is transport of high-tc_a_i)_qtre gas to RCS com-
dependent on: (a)the capability of the atmospher- ponents, such a8 the pre_;surizer surge line,
ic dump valves or other valves to remove energy could lead to cn_p mp_: or melting of these
from the steam generator(s) in an amount equiva- com_. The eff_,__f lhese tylZ_ of failun:
lent to core decay heat levels; Co)the quantity of on the overall plant risk will be evaluated in a
noncondensable gases that areflowing through or study ctmu_y being sponsored by the Nuclear
have accumulated in the steam generator U-tubes Regulatory Commission.
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APPENDIX C

SCDAP/RELAP5 CODE DESCRIPTION

The computer code used in the depressuriza- • Dissolution of fuelby molten cladding
tion analysis was the SCDAP/RELAP5 code.c-l
Although specific code models and modeling • Formation of resolidified crusts
uncertainties were presented in Sections 3 and 4
of this report, a brief general description of the • Formation of molten pools
code is presented below.

• l'ormation of rubble debris beds
caused by fracture of embrittledSCDAP/RELAP5 is a light water reactor tran-

sient analysis code capable of analyzing plant cladding
transients, such as large-- and small-break loss-- • Failure of supporting crusts and relo-of--coolantaccidents (LOCAs) and station black- cation of molten corium to the lower
outs (SBOs). The thermal-hydraulics portion of plenumthe code (RELAP5)c-2 uses a one--dimensional,
nonequilibrium hydrodynamic model. Each of • Heatup and failure of the lower head
the two phases, liquid and vapor, is represented due to creep ruptureor melting using a
by three equations (energy,momentum, and con- two-dimensional, finite-_lement heat
tinuity) for each control volume. Heat transfer conduction analysis.between the coolant and solid structures, such as

pipe walls, fuel rods, and steam generator tubes, As indicated by the above list of capabilities,
is modeled as a source within the control volume. SCDAP is capable of modeling many of the
One-dimensional conduction is used to model phenomena associated with core degradation dur-
heat transfer within solid structures. Specific ing a severe accident sequence. Also, a flow area
models are included for plant components, such change caused by ballooning or fuel rod candling
as valves, accumulators, turbines, and control is fed through to the hydraulicscalculation.Thus,
systems, an integrated severe accident and thermal-

hydraulics calculation can be performed.
The severe core damage analysis package

(SCDAP) c-3 models the energy generation and In addition to the thermal-hydraulics and
mechanical degradation of the fuel rods during a severe core damage analysis capabilities, the
severe core damage accident sequence. SCDAP TRAP-MELT c-4 fission product transport rood-
includes models for the following: els have been integrated into the code. However,

the fission product transport models were not
utilized inthe transient analysis.

• Fuel rod ballooning and rupture
The versions of the code used in the transient

• Cladding oxidati m for both fuel and analysis were SCDAPIr..ELAP5/MOD0cycle 62,
control rods and control rod guide SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD1 cycles 5 and 10, and
tubes SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD2 cycle 341 with up-

dates. The updates were required to correct cod-
ing errors. The symptoms of the errors were water

• Double-sided oxidation of cladding property table failures occurring in the RELAP5
if the fuel rod has ballooned and code. The cause of the water property errors were
ruptured related to energy transfer between SCDAP and

RELAP5. Error corrections have been included

• Candling of fuel rods in subsequent versions of the code.
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APPENDIX D

INPUT MODELS

The SCDAP/RELAP5inputmodel of theplant The MELCOR nodalization differs from the
includesall of the majorcomponentsnecessaryto HECI_ model in one respect; an extra control
perform the analysis of intentional depressuri- volume was addedby separatingthe reactorcav-
zation of the RCS during a station blackout ity andinstrumenttunnelinto two separatecells.
sequence (SBO). lt was assumed that the plant This will not affectthe calculationforthis partic-
has sufficient battery and air bottle capacity for ularaccidentsequencebutmight be importantfor
operation of the PORVs and that the FDRVs a different sequencemore directly involving the
wouldfunctionin a cyclic mannerforthe number reactorcavity.The authorsanticipatedthe possi-
of cycles requiredby the analysis.The inputmod- bility of using this same model for furthercon-
els were described in detail by Bayless.N° TAG tainment response analysis.
The nodalization diagrams for the plant model are

shown in Figures D--1 and D--2. The radial aad Modeling was conducted on several more flow
axial power profiles are shown in Figures 13--3 paths than were present in the HECTR model
and D--4.For these calculations, hot leg counter- (35 opposed to 28). Several were found through
current natural circulation was not considered to examining the technical drawings of the Surry
be a significant energy transport mechanism with plant. Flow paths were added to model the drain
the PORVs open and controlling flow in the RCS. gratings in the bottom of each steam generator
Thus, fission product transport was not modeled room, doorways that were not previously
in the depressurizationcalculations, modeled, and the extra requ,_rementsdue to an

additional control volume. Ali of the flow path
A 16 control volume model (see Figure D--5) loss coefficients came from the HECTR model.

of the Surry containment has been built to The values of these loss coefficients seemed
run with the MELCOR computer code. The quite high (0.1 to 1.8) but may very well bemodel includes35 flow connections between, and
52 separate heat structures within, those control appropriate.
volumes.

Most of the heat structure data came from the
The majority of data used in this model was tabulated values. Ali internal walls were modeled

collected from a containment model built by to one-half their actualthickness and a symmetry
Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) as input for boundary condition. External walls were rood-
the HECTR computer code. The data that were eled at full thickness and also with a symmetry
used in the SNL model were supplied by Stone boundary condition;this could be changed to el-
and Webster, the designer and constructor of ther a constant temperature on the outer surface
the plant. The data included plane and cross- or a convective boundary condition if an environ-
sectional views of the facility, plus tables of data ment were modeled. Currently, the model has no
presenting control volume, flow path, and heat heat transfer between control volumes nor heat
structure information. Sealed drawings were losses from the facility via conduction through
supplied by Surry plant personnel. Upon review the heat structures. MELCOR will model heat
of ali of this information, some control volume structures with multiplecompositions as one heat
size and flow connection alterations were madeto structure (_.g., concrete dome with steel liner),
the HECI'R model, and this application was implemented.
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APPENDIX E

CORE MELT PROGRESSION

The following two strategies have the capabili- two-phase, two-component mixture based on the
ty to intentionally depressurize the RCS: (a) feed equation of state. _-5 The critical flow model at

and bleed of the steam generators and (b) use of low quality has been ideaatifi_xlby ti_eIntemation-
the RCS power operated relief valves and reactor al Code Assessment Program (ICAP) B-6as one of
vessel upperhead vent lines. The use of the steam the three main code deficiencies. The discrepancy
generator feed and bleed would be preferred over was found to be most notable for a small break
other mitigative depressurization strategies if it with low-quality, saturated flow that occurred
could be implemented and was effective during over an extended period of time. At the time the
an accident. This strategy could have limited PORVs are assumed to be latched open, it is
effectiveness if the inventory of the RCS was expected that the premui_r will rapidly drain or
mostly depleated or if the effectiveness of the will have already drained. A saturated, low-
heat Wansfer from the RCS to the steam generator quality flow will exist at the PORVs for at most a
was restricted. An example of a heat transfer brief time. Therefore, the um_rtainties associaWxl
restriction would be the accumulation of relative- with the critical flow model should not have a

ly large quantities of hydrogen or other non- significant effect on the results.
condensable gases inside the steam generator

tubes. The first damage to a fuel rod that is likely to
occur is rod ballooning. _7 Ballooning is idenli-

Extensive research sponsored by the NRC and fled by a localized increase in the cladding outer
others cn feed and bleed confirms the use of this diameter. This enlargement can appear as a local-
strategy as a viable technique to prevent core ized blister or as a more geaeraiized increase in

uncovery. The research results also provide a data the outer diameter. For ballooningto take piace,
base to assess the adequacy of code models that the cladding temperature must be above about
are intended to predict plant thermal--hydraulics 900 K and the in, real pressure of the rod must be
during feed and bleed. Experiments conducted in greater than the RCS coolant pressure. As clad-
the Loss of Fluid Test Facility (LOFI'), Semi- ding temperature increases, the cladding mechan-
scale, MIST, OTIS, and ROSA-IV form the ical strength decreases and can stretch outward
assessment data base for analytical tools such as (balloon)away from the fuel pellets, depending

RELAP5 B-I,B-2 and TRAC. B3 Loomis and on the internal pressure of the rod and ciremn-
Cozzoul's r_'4review of feed and bleed included a ferential temperature gradients. By the time clad-
review of code comparisons for both RELAP5 ding temperature reaches 1200 K, it is likely that
and TRAC to the experimental data. They con- the cladding will have raptured in the ballooned
eluded that the codes predicted the phenome- region. The extent to which the cladding stretches
nology of feed and bleed but did not match event before rupture (total eiremnferential elongation)
timing as weil. is primarily a function of the zircaloy crystal

phase (temperature), heating rate, difference in
The analyses presented in this report consider pressure between the fuel rod and the RCS cool-

depressurization by opening the PORVs. lt is ant, and the circumferential temperature differ-
expected that _e flow through the PORVs will be ence at the start of ballooning. High healing rates
choked (limited to sonic or critical velocity) until or large circumferential temperature differeaces
the RCS pressure is nearly equal to the contain- (as little as about 5 K around the cladding) will
ment pressure. Thel_fore, the performance of the limit ballooning to the formation of a blister. With

critical flow model in SCDAP/RELAP5 is of par- low lw.ating rates and essentially zero ci_'mnfer-
ticular importance. The SCDAP/RELAP5 critical ential temperature difference, it may be possible
flow model calculates the velocity of sound in a to form large balloons that stretch over some
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length of the fuel rod (sometimes called sausage make more metallic cladding surface available
balloons). The presence of balloons will alter foroxidation, increasing the energyinput through
flow patterns within the core and alter the heat the coolant. Ultimately, the crust may fail, caus-
transfer rate from the fuel pellet to the ballooned ing the flow of molten corium downward to the
region of cladding, lower plenum. With molten material resting on

the RPV lower head, the lower head may heatup
andfall. During the TMI-2 accident, ali of these

The second stateof fuel rod damage is oxida- events, except lower head failure, occurred and
tion of the zircaloy cladding.E-7,_-sAt tempera- the scenario for their occurrence is described in
tures above about 1200K, the presence of oxygen Reference E--9.While the TMI-2 accident was a
(steam) in the coolant results in exothermic oxi- severe accident with the features described
dation of the cladding. The cladding temperature above, it may not be typical of ali severe accident
then rapidly escalates. Control rod material will scenarios; there remains some uncertainty as to
melt and fail the stainless steel cladding at the what constitutes a typical severe accident.melting temperature of stainless steel (1720 K).

Metallic zircaloy melts at about 2100 to 2200 K A datum for sequences leading to late-phase
but is retained by the outer layer of oxidized clad- coremelt progression (formation of a molten pool
ding. The metallic zircaloy has the capability to in the core region and relocation of molten mate-
dissolve at least some of the fuel and oxidized rial to the lower plenum) is represented by the
zircaloy, forming a U-Zr-O (corium) mixture. TMI-2 accident. The TMI-2 accident was a
The temperature of the cladding continues to small-break LOCA through the stuck-open
escalate; eventually, the oxide shell fails and the PORV without adequate safety injection. (The
molten mixture flows down the the outside of the operators bypassed safety injection early in the
fuel rod, much like molten wax flows down the accident.) Eventually, the core uncovered and ap-
sideof a candle. Hence, the process at this point is proximately 50% of the core melted. About
often called candling of the fuel rods. The 20 t°ns°fthem°ltenmaterialfl°wed t°thel°w-
candling corium will resolidify at some point er plenum. The RPV did not fail, and the molten
down the fuel rod once sufficient heat has been material in the reactor vessel was cooled after
transferred either to the coolant or the fuel rod. safety injection was establishedby the operators.
Freezing tends to occur at or near the water line Since the accident embodies many of the possible
within the core or atcold spacer grids.Freezing of events in a severe accident and is a unique datum
the candling flow will eventually cause the flow for LWRs, the TMI-2 analysis is being conducted
channel to be blocked to both the downward flow through the sponsorship of the Committee on the
of candling corium and the upward flow of cool- Safety of Nuclear Installations (CSNI) to bench-
ant. At this time, the core consists of highly oxi- mark severe accident analysis codesfi "l° Use_;
dized cladding in the upper regions and a solid and developers of many of the severe accident
crust lower in the core, depending on the water analysis codes, including SCDAP/RELAP5 and
level and temperature distribution within the MELPROG/rRAC, E-lt are participating in the
core. Below the water"level fuel rods are essen- analysis exercise.
tially undamaged. The crust can act as a vessel to
contain molten material. Thus, a molten pool can Up _othe time of initial core melting, most of
be formed andcontained within the core region of the codes match the recorded plant data---such as
the RPV. Also, the injection of water into the RCS pressure--reasonably weil. Preliminary
upper region of the core can cause the oxidized results from the various codes have a relatively
cladding to cool sufficiently to become em- wide spread beyond initial core melting, while
brittled andfail due to mechanical and/or thermal generally following the trend of the recorded
shock. Thus, a rubble debrisbed can be formed in RCS pressure. This was particularly evident in
the upper region of the core. Formation of a the calculations of total hydrogen generation. The
rubble debris bed increases the surface--area-to-- calculated total hydrogen at 174 rain (the end
volume ratio of the cladding and fuel and may time of the first two phases of the analysis
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exercise) varied from about 100 to 460 kg. This that need to be accounted for in an analysis of
compares to an estimated release of about intentiona]depressurization.
300 kg_12,_-13 at 174 mio. Similar variances

occurred for other calculated quantities, lt is Because of the significant uncertainties in
noted that some of the boundary conditions, severe accident calculations, and because the

particularly the high-pressure injection rate, may time to reactor vessel breach is many hours, the
analytical approach to model late-phase core

have large uncertainties due to the lack of melt progression attempts tobound the uncertain-

recorded flow measurements. Because an effort ties in the core melt progression parameters that
has been made to compare the codes based on a arebelieved to affect RCS pressure. The method-
common set of boundary conditions, the vada- ology shown in Figure E,-1 relies on performing
tions noted are apparently real. Therefore, ill is calculations to target core damage states. This
concluded that there are potentially large uneer- methodology is described in Section 2.3 of the
tainties in the core damage progression models report.

Path 1 Path 3
(calculation 6) (calculation 8)

k Maximum failure Maximum heat
temperature & transfer during &
durable thickness after relocation
(maximum rubble
bed formation)

]__
Start of core Molten pool RPV
heat up in core failure

Minimum failure
temperature &
durable thickness Minimum heat
(minimum rubble transfer during &

Maxtmizes bed formation) after relocation

pressure Path 2 Path 4

(calculation 7) (calculation 9)
DCH-NUREG-01

Figure E-1. Calculation paths used for core damage parameter study.
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APPENDIX F

EVALUATION OF PORV TEMPERATURE RESPONSE FOR
LATE DEPRESSURIZATION

The Surrydepressurizationstrategiesrequire inventoryweresimilarto thoseobservedfor the
thePORVstoremainfully openfromdepressu_,-i- earlydepressurizationcalculationjustpriorto the
zationinitiationuntilRCSfailure.The assump- timeof corerelocation.Thesetwo parameters
don inherent in the depressurization strategies is dominatethe magnitude and durationof the RCS
that the PORVs are operable under the environ- pressure increase following core relocation,
mental conditions associated with the event. If which provides the potential for flow through the
PORV structuretemperature in the vicinir7 of the PORVs.The most notable differenceinthe calcu-
valve stem packing exceeds the design tempera- lated results was the higher RCS pressure in the
ture of the packing material, the packing may fail. early depressurization calculation that resulted
Leakage of high pressure steamthrough the failed from the higher calculated containment pressure.
packing could potentially fail the valve actuator The differential pressure from the hot leg to the
and cause the PORV to close. To test the validity containment and, therefore, calculated flow
of the assumption that the PORV would survive through the PORV_were similar in the two calcu-
the depressurization strategies, a calculation was lations. Given the assumption that core relocation
performed to determine the Surry pressurizer and resultant steam production would be similar
PORV structure temperature during a TMLB' in the two calculations, the hot leg pressure and
station blackout sequence with late depressuriza- temperature history and time to lower head fail-
tion up to the time of lower head failure. The ure relative to the initiation of core relocation for
following describes the assumptions made and the early depressurization calculation wasused to
analytical methodology used to determine the extend the late depressurization calculation.
temperature response of the Surry PORVs for a
TMLB' with DCH mitigated using the late The next step was to determine when the core
depressurization strategy, relocation would occur in the late depressuriza-

tion calculation. Based on a comparison of the
The first assumption involved extending the SCDAP/RELAPS results of the two calculations

late depressurization calculation to the time of relative to the extent of core damage ,.nd core
lower head failure. Because the desired result of temperature, it was estimated that the core reloca-
the calculation is the temperature responseof the tion would occur between 30 and 60 min _£terthe
PORV, time--dependentpressure and temperature late depressurization calculation was terminated.
in the hot leg at the surge line connection is
required. As the extension of the late depressuri- Estimates of debris heatup rates for the late
zation calculation would require a substantial depressurization case to the core relocation ini-

flagon temperatu_ observed in the early depres-amount of computer resources, a decision was
made to determine the hot leg pressure and tem- surization calculation produced a range of core
perature response following core relocation and relocation times from 10 min earlier to 60 min
use it as time-dependent input to a SCDAP/ later than that calculated for the early depressuri-

zation calculation. This variability was related toRELAP5 model of the Surry surge line, pressur-
izer, and relief valves. The final assumption the amount of cladding oxidation assumed for the
concluded that the core relocation into the lower late depressurization extension. For the subject

plenum calculated for the early depressurization analysis, core relo_zationwas assumed to occur at
calculation would be the same as those calculated 450 min, 40 min after the late depressurization
for the late depressurization calculation if it were calculationwas terminated, because the RCSwas
extended, essentially at containment pressure at this

time, the flow through the PORVs will be low
At the end of the late depressurization calcu- [<0.5 kg/s (1.1 Ibm/s)] and extending the time to

lation, the RCS pressure and lower plenum water corerelocation would have a mini_naleffect upon
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PORV structuretemperaUtres.The hot log tem- the outside surface of the relief piping for heat
peraUneandpressurecalculatedat theend of the transferto containment.This value representsa
latedepressurizationcalculationwereassumedto high naturalconvection heat transfercoefficient
remain constantover this period basedupon the anddoes not consider radiationheat transferef-
observed RCS response in theearly dep_- fectsthatmay occurathightemperatures.The hot
zationcalculation, leg componentwaschangedto a time-dependent

volume to providetheRES conditionsin thehot
legatthesurge line connection.

The SCDAP/RELAP5 model used for the
calculation is shown in Figure F-1. The model Due to thecoarse surgeline nod_zafion, lack
included the pressurizersurge line, pressurizer, of intemal pressurizerstructures(primarilyheat-
relief valves, anda section of theLoop C hot leg ersandsupportstructures),andadiabaticsurfaces
pipingatthesurgelineconnection.Thispartof the used in this model, the steamtemperatureatthe
model was extractedfrom theSCDAP/RELAP5 PORVwould be higher thanexpected. Because
modelused for thedepressurizationcalculations, thePORVsaresimulatedwith SCDAP/RELAP5
The model wasexpandedto model therelief pip- asjunctions,thestructureof thePORVscannotbe
ingbetweenthepressurizerandthe PORVs.This directlymodeled.'i]_ePORV structuretempera-
lineconsistsof3.78m (12.4ft)of4 in.and tarewassimulatedwiththeUlmtmamreliefvalve
4.45m 14.6ft)of3in.uninsulatedstainlesssteel pipingstructuretemperature.Thisapproachwill
pipe.A constantheattransfercoefficientv'lof slightlyoverestimatethetemperatureatthe
28.4W/m2--K(5.00Btu/hr-fl2-°l_waseq)pliedto PORV stempackingasthereliefvalvepipingis
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F_ure F--1. Nodalizationused forthe late depressurizationextension calculations.
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thia wailed _ to the PORVsm_ctureand at approximately 33,000 s (550 min). The cal-
the _ _ tempermaes ate higher than culafion wa_stoA)[_ azthis time.
thosein thePORVdue to he_ wmsfer to

endf. The m_del wa_t_ to the tem_. The cak'uiated sw.amtemperam_,'esandvotmne
(_ and_)_ flow _ that average structure temperatures ate shown in

exist at the end of the late depressurization Figures F-2 and F-3, respecdvely. The steam
temperaturesdecrease dramaticallyat 27,100 s
when the core relocation vaporizes the lower

The _ effec_ SCDAP/RELAP5 _t _ _ _ the vapor is swept out of the
dedr,ot the_ pressu.,izersystemwasserupm PORV.Tlz stezn tem_ gradiem was ob-
simulate the co_ relocation phase of t_c l_e served to be _ throughthe pressurizerdue to
_¢Nnr caladation, tim _eg C calcu- d_elargetbenna_mass of the _ssurizer struaure

dam was esaxaaed from the two depr_- and low _ vek_ties. Conversely,the temper-
$utization calc_ona and provided as Ume- a_uregradiemwa_,smallacrossthe surgeline and
dependent da_a. The deck was iniUalized to _liefline dueto thesmall thermalmass andhigh
d_ _ _o,n calculatedresultsat velocit_ The umaure temperaturesreflect this

s(3413m_,!._v_.,_rel_eRCS cooIaf__ behaviocThe_ structuretemperatures
_ sam.xraxiontemper. TL._ attheendofthecMculmkmarestill_ below

c_ _n_ was ftr_ zt 0.6MPa _ thes_mn r_n)t)etautes. The surge line and_etief
waxfi.em_tia_on.m_filthebe_____.gofcot. pipingstructuresareclosertotheassociated

to 'tefiea the_ c-_I¢_ iLthe ge.am tempe_ again because of the lower
_ calozlmen to _ s_ni- thermal mass of the structures. As shown in

Itr PORV flow rates. The pressure w_ then Fi_ F-3, the reliefpipinglmn_ te_nains
__pW l.O.MPato_ theva,luettsedm below 922 K (12(13oF)for the exttLre_
theea.r_y__on cal_on., _ .to Th_,plu_tl'tefa____ind'tePORVis

_ PORV [tow _. As¢kmikdin _y _ _ du,_ most of
thediS,L,_ ofr.heemly _ c_L- u_ calculation,tudicatestha_peckingfailureaad
c_aticn exteasion, the lower head failure at- ste_ leak_ imuced failureof the actuatorarc

m creeprul:m,trewasassumed m o_ higldy _kcly.

,/.

: // r<

"a _D"I_! _I :<i ..,-.-/ i

r-_. __ t_ertge _et_ te__aes i_ the _ syslem for the late de_-
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APPENDIX G

EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES

An examination of the Surry Emergency Becausethis accident is furthercomplicawd by a
Operating Procedures(EOPs) was performedfor loss of ac power, the recovery actions in the
a sustainedLoss--of-SitePower withcorrespond- proceduresindicated by the CSFS_ will not be
ing failures of the emergency diesel-generators implementeduntil ac powerhasbeen restored.
(EDGs) to energize upon demand,accompanied
by a failure of the emergency (auxiliary) feed- While implementing ECA l.O0, the crew will
water systems (a TMLB' sequence). The tests identify a loss 9f ali feedwater.Ailer identifying
that the operatorswould performandinformation the loss of feedwater, the crew will have two ob-
requirementsin the control room are discussed jectives of immediate and equalpriority:restore
below. The EOP examination also served as the ac power and feedwater to a steam generator. If
basis for the assumptionsmade in the HRA. ac po_veris restored, they can transition to m_y

FRP because tire equipment necessary to restore
Once a reactor trip signal is received in the the plant to an acceptablepost-trip condition will

control room, the EOPs, in particular EP-1.00, be available. Thus, they can establish a heat sink
will be enteredby the operating crew. The imme- via the steam generators or depending on pressure
dia/e,post-trip actions are typical and uncompli- conditions in the RCS when ac power is restored
cared. After verifying a successful reactor and and the capacity (e.g., shutoff head) of the safety
turbine trip, the crew will transition from injection pumps, feed and bleed the RCS with the
EP-1.00 to ECA 1.00 (loss of ali ac power) I-IPIpumps.
provided they determine that the ac buses are not
energized. Based on the assumptions of the TMLB'

sequence,the actions of the plant crews to restore
Upon transitioning to ECA 1.00, the crew is ac power will not be successful. Table G-1 pres-

cautioned that the CSF3"B should be monitored ents a list of operator actions to mitigate this Wan-
for information only. Although the critical plant sient. Oncethe operating crew reaches Step 24 of
functions (e.g., heat sink and RCS and core heat ECA 1.00, they will be directed back to Step 17.
removal safety functions in particular) may This is an intentionaldo-loop in whichthey mon-
exceed established safety function limits, they itor RCS conditions and continue attempts to
cannot tr_,_sition from ECA 1.00 to an appro- establish vital power or a heat sink. From this
priate Functional Recovery Procedure (FRP) point on, they wiUeither persist in the tasks they
until power has been restored. This is b,,,,ause are performing or become innovative (e.g.,
ac power availability is a prerequisite to imple- establish firewater to a steam generator) in order
meriting the FRPs. to mitigate the transient.

The instructions given to the operating crew Based on data gathered at another
for transients that normally result in a challenge Westinghouse plant_-I and interviews with
to the secondary heat sink would direct them to licensed operator examiners at the INEL who are
FRP H.1, Response to Loss of Secondary Heat familiar with the operation of Westinghouse
Sink, which contains the guidance for responding plants, it is estimated that the operating crew will
to a challenge resulting from a potential loss of reach Step 24 of ECA 1.00 between 15 and
secondary inventory. Transitioning to FRP H.1 25 min after the initial reactor trip. Core uncov-
would be appropriatefor accidents that result in a ery with no operator actionsis calculated to occur
loss of capability to feed the steam generators much later (approximately 3 h after transient
coupled with an adequatesupply of feedwater to initiation). Thus, the time available to the operat-
balance the removal of decay heat from the RCS. ing crew to recover the plant is large enough to
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Table G-.1, Operatoractions required by EmergencyProcedure 1.00
..... I I III i i I I

EP-1.00 Rx Trip/SI

1 VerifyReactorTrip:

• Trip reactor

,, Veri_,:

-- Rod bottomlights lit
-- Rod positionindicatorsfully in
m Neutronfltut

2 Turbinea p:
• Trip main turbine:

m Close turbh:estop valves
-- Verify rapidload decrease

• Open turbo° drains'

• Reset reheaters

3 Verifyac Buses Energized:

• ac emergency buses H and J voltages Not
Normal

-- Attempt to restore power to at least
one emergency bas. If no emergency bus
energized, go to ECA 1.00 loss of a_l
ac power, Step 3

ECA 1.00 OperatingCrew Transitionto ECA 1.00

ECA ._.00 Loss of ali ac Power
(proceed to Step 3 following transition from
EP 1.00)

OperatorsReadNote:CSF StatusTreesshouldbe
monitoredforinformationonly.FRPsshouldnowbe
implemented.

3 Check RCS Isolation:

• VerifyClosed:

-- FZR PORVs
Letdownisolationvalves
Excessletdownisolationvalve,s
PZR and head vent valves
Loop fill isolation valves
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Table O--1. (continued)
i i i ,,, ii ii li ii, i ,_

EP-1.00 Loss of Ali ac Power

4 VerifyAFWFlow:

• Not greater than 350 gpm (first procedural
oppontmitytc detect totalloss-of-feedwater)

l_'_oine-Driven_ Pump:

- verifynotmnning
- Manuallyopen sWaunsupplyvalves
- Verifyproperemergencyalignment

of AFWMOVs
or
- Manuallyalign AFWMOVs
- Cross connect AFW from unaf-

fectedunit

5a Try_ RestorePowerto any ac Emeq_enc_,Bus:

• Energize ac emergencybuses wilh Emergency
Diesel Generator0313<3).Fa//s to star_.,

Also Fail:

N StartemergencyEDG in exercise
-- Manuallyenergizebvs
-- Initiatebackfeedelectnc._llineup

5b Check ac EmergencyBuses:

• None ener_zed

Tryto Cross-Conne_ fromOtherUnit:

• Charb-ing

• InsumnemAir

• CCW

• Reduce nonessential loads

• Implement Emergency Plan
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Table G-l° (continued)
i

i i

EP-1.00 Loss of Ali ac Power

6 Piace in Pull-to-Lock:

• CHG/SI pumps

• Low head SI pumps

• Motor--driven AFW pumps

• CS pumps

• RS p_lps

• CCW pumps

7 Attemptto Locally Restoreac Power:

InitiateAP--17 Restoration andLoading of EDG

Initiate AP-IO. 1 Loss of 'VitalBus

Switch radiation monitoring commoncabinet power
supply

8 Check RCP Seal CoolingEstablished:

Seal injection
or

Thermal barrier CCW

9 Terminate any Radioactive Effluent Releases

10 Close CST to Hotwell Isolation Valves(2 valves)

11 Check SG Isolation:

• Check closed:

MSTVs and bypass valves
MFW FCVs and bypass valves
SG blowdown trip valves

12 Check Circulating Water Availability:

• Intake canal level normal

• Start emergency SW pumps
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Table G-1. (continued)
i i ,! i ii

EP-1.00 Loss of All a_ Power

13 Check if SOsAreNot Faulted:

• Check SG pressures:

No SG pressure decreasing in an un-
controlled manner

m No SG completely depressurized

14 Check ff SG Tubes Are Not Ruptured:

• VerifyNormal:

Condenser air ejector radiation
SG blowdown radiation
MS line radiation

15 Check IntactSG Levels:

• Verifynarrow range level >9 [32]%

16 Check dc Bus Loads:

Shed ali non---vitalloads:

• Break condenser vacuumwhen turbinestops,
then piace EOPswitch in PTL

• Vent generatorhydrogen using 0--HG--7

- When pressure <2 psig, piace air
side seal oil backup pump switch
inPTL

• Electrical department determine battery con-
dition and remaining life

17 Check ECST LVL >20%

18 DepressurizeIntactSG(s) to 175 psig:

• Check SG NR levels >9 [32]% in at least
one SG"

a. Because AFWhasbeen lost, it is doubtfulthat thisstepwill beperformed unless either(a)the particu-
lar failure mode masks loss of AFW or (b) the crew decides, against their training, to depressurize early.
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Table G-1. (continued)
i

EP-I.00 Loss of Ali ac POwer

• Depw,ssudze intactSG(s) to 175 psig:

Locally open MSTV bypass valves and
dumpsteam atmaxrate:

- Close AS c_e valve
- OlzmMS to AS bypassvalve
- Open condenser hogger steam

valves

- VerifyRCSTc>315°F
- _ SGpmmues<175psig
- Manually control steamflow

19 _ ReactorSubcritical:

• INRzero ornegative starmprate

• Sourcerangechannelszeroor negative

20 CheckSI SignalStatus:

If SI has not actuated.GOTO Step 23.

Read Notel

• Reset _1 Upon Actuation to Permit Manual
Loading of Equipment on an Energizedac Bus

21 VerifyContainmentIsolationValves Closed

22 VerifyContainmentPressureHasRemained<23 psia

23 VerifyContainmentRadiation<10 R/H

24 Ctg_ if ac Emer_gencylower Restored

If it hasnot, performthe following:

• Continueto controlRCS contritionsandmoni-
torunitstatus:

• Ogck statusof local actions:

ac power restoration
RCP seal isolation

dc powersupply
VerifyBASTStemp<135°F
If SFP level < circulatingpump suction,
thenfill SFP usingfire water
Returnto Step 17.
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encompassa numberof options. Some of these nication with the Technical Supl_ Center md
options include obtaining additionalsupport by Emergency Response Center due _o degrading
calling in personnelfrom offsite, activatingthe RCS conditions. In additir._,some portion of the
Emergency Operation Facility (EOF), seeking operatingcrew's timemay be spentcommunicat-
assistancefromvendorpcrsmnel, etc. However, ing withpcrsmu_ldispatchedto sccovcrac pow-
theoptionsremainuncertainbecausethey arcnot er andfeedwater,lt is possible that some of the
ad_ by theEOPs. control roomcrew may accompanythe auxiliary

opcraWrsm thearea(s)of the_ where_ions
In orderto depressurize the Surry RCS to a to recover power and feedwau:r will be

pressurebelow that whichmay resultin DCH, a conducted,as occurredduringthe June9, 1985,
member of the operating crew must open both loss-of-ff._lwater transientatDavis Besse.
PORVsandthe high point vent valves. The pro-
ceduralinstructionsto open thePORVsandhigh However,becauseno actualor simuJatordata
pointvent valves on the primarysystemarepro- fortheTMLB' sequenceatthisplant were avail-
vided in FRP C.1 (Inadequate Core Cooling), able, activitiesthatmight occurandarenot pres-
Step 22. However,unless the control roomcrew ented in the EOPswere not inch)dudes _r
leave ECA 1.00 againstthecautionto do so, they actions.Such activities would impose addi_
will not reach the proper procedural steps to demandon crew performance,andthis shouldbe
depressurizetheRCS. recognized.Recognition should also be givm to

the sequence of operatoractivities outlined for
As the transient progresses, it is likely that this event, includingthose that would occur but

someportionof timewill beoccupiedby commu- arenot presentedin theEOPs.
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